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About the r/Formula1 Editorial Team
At the end of 2019, the moderation team of the Formula 1 subreddit, tasked
with maintaining possibly the largest group of Formula 1 fans outside the
sport’s official channels, put out a call for users who were interested in
writing about the sport, with the goal of helping this group of users create
original content by and for Formula 1 fans.
We started during pre-season test and, after a hiatus during the Covid-19
induced stoppage, the team started producing content after all weekend
sessions, in addition to special projects related to Formula 1.
After the positive response this project received, I decided to risk doing
something a bit longer and more complex and Lewis Hamilton’s remarkable
achievements in 2020 seemed to be the perfect subject for it.
Hopefully, this will be the first of many long-form offerings by the
r/Formula1 Editorial Team.

Prologue
If anyone told me, in late 2008, I would eventually spend some time
chronicling the career of the driver who had just stolen a championship
from Felipe Massa at Interlagos, I would not have thought it possible.
But nevertheless, here we are. Other than 2008, it was a pleasure to rewatch and remember all the important parts of Lewis Hamilton’s career,
who has now overtaken Michael Schumacher as the winningest driver in
Formula 1 history.
Re-watching all these races was a great way to appreciate how much
Formula 1 has changed and yet stayed the same since 2007. The names
changed, the technology improved, the old guard got older and many of
them were replaced by younger, hungrier drivers, some people were sadly
lost, others went away to do other things, but the challenge, the excitement,
the thrill of watching drivers do things that should be impossible, the effort
from thousands of people to be one tenth faster, to be that little bit better,
are all still here.
As is the stopwatch, who is the ultimate arbiter of Formula 1. After all
the planning, designing, building, practising, ultimately it is the clock who
has the final word, just as it was on the 22nd of July, in the distant year of
1894, when Monsieur Pierre Giffard organized the Paris-Rouen race, a 127
kilometre dash won by Count De Dion after 6 hours and 48 minutes with an
incredible average speed of 19 kph.
Although the cars are a little bit faster now, the same urge pushes the
drivers, the teams, and the fans.

Introduction
When I started following Formula 1, all I knew was that I wanted the blue
and white car with the helmet featuring the red sideways tear to come in
first. I was too young to care about records and the history of the sport, as
the roaring engines were more than enough to entertain me.
During the 1984 season, my dad gave me an F1 preview magazine he
had saved from 1976, my birth year. Having watched my first races in 1981,
by that season I had followed F1 for two full seasons and now I wanted to
know more about it. Inside this magazine, there were some driver profiles,
so I started learning about the greats. Fangio, Clark, Hill, Stewart.
After that, we got to the (then) current drivers, team, and tracks. Starting
with Fittipaldi (it was a Brazilian magazine after all), then talking about
Lauda, Hunt, Regazzoni, Pace, Scheckter, Peterson, Watson, Andretti, and
so many others.
For the team section, I was drawn to the pictures of the Copersucar
Fittipaldi would now drive, of Lauda standing behind the 312 T2 with Il
Commendatore, the magnificent six-wheeled Tyrrell (still love it), a John
Player Special liveried Lotus, the red and white McLaren, the teapot Ligier,
after a while these cars started to populate my dreams. And that great
Shadow logo, which is still one of my favourites, not just in Formula 1.
Finally, there were the tracks. The full-sized Interlagos, in all its almost
8 km glory, Jarama, Monaco, Paul Ricard with the full Ligne Droite du
Mistral, Mosport, Watkins Glen, and finally the one that always caught my
eye, with races going back to 1927, even bigger than Interlagos, the
Nürburgring (when I finally drove it, it was a decades old dream come
true).
On the last pages, all the relevant records from 25 years of Formula 1
races were listed and among these two numbers jumped out at me: 5 and 27.
Juan Manuel Fangio's five championships and Sir Jackie Stewart's 27
wins both seemed insurmountable. Fangio's 5 had stood since the early
days, but the 27 was comparatively new, Stewart’s last win having taken
place just 3 years before the magazine was published.
Sir Jackie was (and thankfully is to this day) still around to talk about
how immense beating Jim Clark's old record of 25 wins felt, that number
impossible to even consider when he started. Clark probably would say the

same thing about beating Fangio's 24 back in his day, but sadly the quiet
champion was by then long gone.
Niki Lauda would end 1984 as a three-time world champion, matching
Stewart on titles, and he did not win as many races. When Alain Prost
finally beat Sir Jackie's record in the 1987 Portuguese GP, I was shocked
that anyone could win so many races (although I soon shifted my focus on
my man Nelson Piquet winning his third title, only revisiting Prost’s
achievement in 1988).
Fangio's 5, however, was still safe as the 90s moved along. Certainly, no
one would be able to win so many championships ever again.
When Michael Schumacher surpassed Prost's final tally of 51 wins in
the 2001 Belgium Grand Prix, it again felt as if I was watching the
impossible become real. But when The Michael beat Fangio's five WDC
record a few years later, I felt as if he was pushing the numbers into heights
that no other Formula 1 driver would be able to even come close to. Who
would anyone be able to put together a team equal to Ferrari's 1999-2004
juggernaut? How would anyone be able to touch 91? Now, undoubtedly, the
win and title records were both beyond reach.
Maybe this time I will learn.
Lewis Hamilton, well on his way to equal Schumacher's 7 WDC titles
this season and likely surpass it in 2021, has topped 91.
As Prost had done more than 30 years before, Hamilton achieved his
record in Portugal, winning the first-ever Formula 1 race at Portimão. We
can talk percentages, season lengths, advanced statistics, we could go at it
all day. But Hamilton has seen the chequered flag before any other driver
ninety-two times in 14 remarkable seasons. Winning at least one race in
every season he competed in Formula 1, Hamilton has made the impossible
a reality, and not for the first time.
I watched my first race in 1981. Alan Jones was the reigning champion,
Piquet would win his first title that season for Bernie Ecclestone’s Brabham
team, Lauda would return for another championship, Mika Häkkinen would
rise, so many came and went.
But a few stood out. Ayrton Senna, Prost, the Williams FW14B, they all
felt inevitable. If they had a chance, they would triumph, the same way I
had read the old reporters talking about Fangio and Clark. But Senna and
Prost would often beat each other, while the technological marvels that
made the FW14B possible were quickly outlawed.
Michael was the first driver I saw race that felt invincible. There was
never a point where betting against Schumacher felt like a good idea.

Lewis Hamilton is the second one. I have never believed it wise, no
matter at what stage of his career, to bet against Hamilton succeeding.
We have all heard the counterarguments. Ron Dennis made him. He
always had a good car. He always got preferential treatment. He is just
lucky to have joined Mercedes at the right time. The rest of the field cannot
compete with such a dominant Mercedes, so accomplishing these feats is
easy. Any decent driver would have done the same in those cars. The list
goes on.
But I never trusted any of these. In the years since I started watching
Formula 1 (and then other forms of motorsports and also basketball), it has
always been very clear to me that talent alone will take you nowhere. The
hard word you put in to maximise that talent is how good drivers/players
become great. And Hamilton very obviously dedicates himself
tremendously to his craft. This recent interview (by the consistently
excellent duo of Dieter Rencken and Hazel Southwell) deals with the
similarities between the hard work Michael Schumacher did at Mercedes
and what Hamilton has done in the same team since replacing him.
And even if all those disclaimers were true, there is one fact that would
still remain: other drivers in the same machinery failed to match or beat
Hamilton. And now he is the only driver in history to have won a Formula 1
race 92 times (and counting).
I will eagerly await the next name that will accomplish the impossible
and beat Hamilton's records. I just hope I will live long enough, as it might
take a while.
Or maybe I should never again offer my opinion about the probability of
a record being broken.
What follows is a (not very) brief look at how Hamilton did it.

2007
Team: Vodafone McLaren Mercedes
Car: MP4-22
4 wins
As the 2007 season dawned, Formula 1 looked vastly different from the
previous year.
Michael Schumacher, the winningest driver in the sport, the force that
had dominated so many seasons up to that point, was gone. Fernando
Alonso, who had vanquished the king the previous two seasons, had left
Renault after five years and two championships with the French team and
joined McLaren.
Partnered with the reigning double world champion was a skinny
English kid, a rising talent in the feeder series, having won Formula 3 Euro
Series and GP2 in consecutive years, a protégé of the team's boss, Ron
Dennis. As he reached the pinnacle of motorsports, he looked just any other
rookie, coming with a success-filled résumé, but now having to prove
himself all over again.
By the time the season started in Melbourne, however, the skinny kid
was gone, replaced by a skinny driver that would not be pushed around.
After qualifying fourth, he would start right behind his teammate and,
before the first lap was over, he had shown that he was no ordinary rookie,
overtaking his championship winning teammate on the outside of Turn 1, a
prelude to the multitude of magnificent moves he would delight us with
over the following decade and a half.
He would eventually lead the race before finishing on the podium in his
first race, matching Jacques Villeneuve accomplishment from the 1996
season, going on to finish on the podium of the first 9 races (incidentally a
record he still holds). Even if Alonso was able to overtake Hamilton during
the pitstop sequence to finish second, the gauntlet had been thrown.

2007 Canadian Grand Prix
It would take until the sixth race for Lewis to finally taste victory, but he
would do it in style. Snatching pole position from his teammate by more

than 0.3 seconds, Hamilton would go on to lead from the start and cement
his status as a serious contender.
Alonso had a good start and looked set to take the lead, but misjudged
the first turn and went off track (the first of many excursions through the
grass Alonso would have that afternoon), which allowed Hamilton to
maintain the lead and settle into a rhythm. With the first threat vanquished,
Hamilton would re-join in third after his first pitstop while Adrian Sutil
crashed, bringing out the Safety Car (the first of four deployments the race
would see).
This would prove crucial, as Alonso and Nico Rosberg (WilliamsToyota) were reaching the limit of their fuel and had to pit, even if the
pitlane was closed, resulting in both being assessed a 10 second stop-and-go
penalty for it, while Felipe Massa (Ferrari) and Giancarlo Fisichella
(Renault) left the pitlane before the green light appeared and were both
disqualified.
The race was restarted on Lap 26 and, approaching the hairpin, Robert
Kubica (BMW Sauber) clipped the back of Jarno Trulli's Toyota, sending
his car onto the grass and into a spectacular accident that thankfully resulted
in a concussion only, meaning the Safety Car was back.
The race would be neutralized another two times, but nothing could
perturb Lewis' steady march to the front. He would comfortably pull away
from Nick Heidfeld in the remaining BMW Sauber, scoring his first-ever
Formula 1 victory and becoming the youngest driver to lead the World
Drivers' Championship at 22 years and 126 days (a record he still holds).
As Hamilton went past the Wall of Champions for the last time that
afternoon, James Allen said "he is re-writing the book of what is possible in
Formula 1. If he can do this after 6 races, what might he achieve in the
future?". Not even the most ardent fan could, at that moment, imagine what
the answer to that question would be.
His teammate, now 8 points behind in the championship after finishing
in 7th place, refused to congratulate Hamilton for the win, feeding the
flames of a fire that would burn for the entire year (and would ultimately
burn the team).
Other than nailing those safety cars re-starts, it was an easy victory for
Hamilton, whose biggest challenge seemed to be keeping his cool and
banging on the laps, something that he would prove to be excellent at. But
with Alonso's troubles throughout the race and Heidfeld not really
threatening while holding station in second place, the first win did have a
laid-back feeling to it.

2007 USA Grand Prix
After the Canadian GP, F1 travelled south for the USA GP the following
weekend, visiting the fabled Indianapolis Speedway.
Fresh off his first-ever win, Hamilton grabbed pole (flanked by his
teammate), ahead of both Ferraris, the Italian team coming off a horrendous
weekend in Montreal.
As the lights went out, both McLarens battled on the run down to Turn
1, with Hamilton coming out on top as Alonso attempted a move on the
outside that had no chance of working. Behind the McLaren battle, chaos
reigned. Three drivers failed to complete the first lap (Ralf Schumacher
collecting David Coulthard and Rubens Barrichello), and even though
Alonso harassed Hamilton for the first lap, he started to fall away
immediately to Massa behind. With Hamilton slowly building a
comfortable lead, no one was close enough to attempt an overtake and the
race quickly settled in a rhythm.
After the chaos of Montreal, this race was a quieter affair, and other than
some pressure (with a touch of wheel to wheel on Lap 38) from Alonso in
the middle portion of the race, Hamilton was untroubled and lead his
teammate home to score the team's first 1-2 at Indianapolis since
Häkkinen's win in 2001.
This race marked the first start of a 19-year-old German called
Sebastian Vettel, filling in for Robert Kubica, unable to take part after his
horrendous crash in the previous race, with whom Hamilton would tussle
for a large portion of the following decade.
Winning his first 2 races back-to-back, Hamilton matched the feats of
Nigel Mansell (Belgian and Canadian GPs in 1986) and Damon Hill
(Hungarian, Belgian, and Italian GPs in 1993) and firmly established
himself as a challenger to the title that season.
With Alonso clearly unhappy and talking to the Spanish media about the
team favouring Hamilton, and stories floating about intra team strife, the
internal situation at McLaren looked set for an explosion as their two
drivers refused to play second fiddle to the other.

2007 Hungarian Grand Prix
Looking at the results sheet, this was a rather straightforward affair. Starting
from pole, Hamilton led every lap in route to his third victory of the year

and, if not for Kimi Räikkönen doing his best lap on the final tour of the
track, he would have scored a Grand Chelem (which would be a first for a
rookie).
In reality, Formula 1 was in turmoil and McLaren were at the centre of
the maelstrom whipping through the sport.
On July 3rd, Ferrari had fired Nigel Stepney and charged him and
McLaren's Mike Coughlan in a Modena court with theft of technical
information. As the case moved forward, the FIA held a hearing in the week
before the Hungarian GP and determined that McLaren had not breached
the International Sporting Code. Ferrari immediately appealed the decision,
with another hearing set for later that year. Although cleared at that stage,
McLaren was already under a dark cloud as they arrived in Hungary.
Getting pole position at the Hungaroring is paramount, as the track
offers few overtaking opportunities and getting stuck behind a slower car
can wreck the best race strategy. With tracks favouring Ferrari looming in
the calendar, McLaren needed all the points they could muster and it looked
as if the team would lock out the front row, as Hamilton and Alonso traded
best times in the session before the all-important Q3.
In Q3, their long simmering battle became a fight. Hamilton was
supposed to let Alonso through on track, which he failed to do. Alonso was
demonstrative, as is his wont, in his dissatisfaction. As both McLarens
pitted for their final runs, Alonso was held by the team to wait for optimum
track position while Hamilton queued behind him. The lollipop went up but
the McLaren did not move. Engineers screamed into the radio, the
mechanics motioned Alonso on, knowing full well the danger Hamilton was
now in, to no avail. After about 10 seconds, Alonso did move, letting
Hamilton get his tyres changed. Those few seconds would prove costly, as
Alonso crossed the line to start his final run with only 2 seconds to spare
and Hamilton failed to get around in time to start a lap.
That cloud McLaren was under when the weekend had just turned
VERY dark and ominous. Ron Dennis manhandled Alonso's trainer before
the cars had even made it back to the pits and his anger was palpable.
Alonso did set the best time of the session, before being handed a 5-place
grid penalty for impeding another driver, promoting Hamilton to pole
position. McLaren was told they would score no WCC points for the race
(which would ultimately not matter, as they would lose all their points due
to the espionage verdict).
As the race mercifully started, Alonso had a poor getaway and finished
the first lap in P8. Meanwhile, Hamilton and Räikkönen held P1 and P2,

and while Heidfeld had a bit more trouble, he would eventually hold on to
P3. Räikkönen harassed Hamilton throughout the race, but could not find a
way through and the rookie clinched another win, the Ferrari close behind
at the flag.
If Alonso had scored 8 instead of 5 points in this race, the outcome of
the season could have been different. But without knowing what heartbreak
still waited, Hamilton celebrated his 7-point lead over Alonso, with
Räikkönen hardly looking like a thread, as he lagged 20 points behind the
leader.

2007 Japanese Grand Prix
Three races to go in the championship and Fuji-san welcomes Formula 1
back for the Japanese Grand Prix. The glorious views would not be
available, however, as heavy rain drenches the redesigned (or destroyed, if
you loved old Fuji) track.
Hamilton again started from pole, but this time he will not lead the field,
as the Safety Car took the cars out for the first laps due to the conditions. It
would take 20 laps for the race to start in earnest, with many drivers not
making it to the first racing lap (the lap chart for this race is worth a look).
The chaos is nigh complete. With terrible visibility hindering almost all
the drivers, the attrition rate was high. Ultimately, only 10 drivers would
finish the race, Alonso not being one of them, which helped Hamilton
increase his WDC lead to his teammate.
It would be Hamilton's first wet race victory, but it was not a clean race,
even for the eventual winner, the McLaren having two run-ins with other
cars. First, Hamilton and Kubica both spun off the track when the Polish
driver attempted a move down the inside of Hamilton, with the two rejoining safely, before Hamilton's behaviour under the Safety Car caused a
collision between future teammates Mark Webber and Vettel (the FIA
investigated before ultimately deciding that no further action was
necessary).
The race would end due to the 2-hour limit, with Heikki Kovalainen
scoring his first F1 podium for Renault. Hamilton would leave Japan with a
17-point advantage over Räikkönen, but he would not win again in 2007,
ultimately losing the championship by just 1 point.
But even as he failed to win the title as a rookie (which would have been
another first), he had clearly made an impression on Formula 1, and the

following year would cement his status as one of the best drivers in the
sport.

2008
Team: Vodafone McLaren Mercedes
Car: MP4-23
5 wins

2008 Australian Grand Prix
A new year, a new teammate for Hamilton. Kovalainen took over from
Alonso, who decided he would rather not share the team with Hamilton for
another season, cementing Hamilton's status as 1 driver in the team.
And he wasted no time asserting himself. Pole position in the first race
of the season by 0.155 over Kubica, with Kovalainen a further 0.2 back in
third place was a fine way to start his 2nd year in Formula 1.
Coming off the line, Hamilton held Kubica behind while chaos again
enveloped Turn 1. Multiple touches and a beached Fisichella brought out
the Safety Car, with the count ultimately being five drivers out before
completing one lap.
One of the cars involved in the first lap mess was Massa, who spun
while battling Kovalainen. As he recovered through the field, he reached
David Coulthard and the pair tangled into Turn 1, the Red Bull bouncing
across the grass and disintegrating while doing so (Massa would also retire
later), and back came the Safety Car. Later in the race, Timo Glock would
do something similar and bring the Safety Car out for the third time.
As the racing restarted, Räikkönen tried a move on Kovalainen and
ended up in the gravel, meaning both McLarens were free to hold their 1-2
without worrying about the Ferraris, especially after Räikkönen retired with
a mechanical issue, Ferrari leaving Australia with no points to their name.
During the refuelling era, a poorly timed Safety Car could wreck a race,
as the pitlane would close and drivers on marginal fuel levels could be
caught out. But few drivers managed to have a pitstop destroy their races
quite as much as Barrichello in this race. He already had a 10-second
penalty for going into a closed pitlane, but the lollipop was raised too soon,
so he drove away with the fuel hose (and a few mechanics) in tow, only to

exit the pits while the red light was on, which resulted in him being
disqualified. Quite the feat for the Honda team, but not in a good way.
Kovalainen also got caught out by the third safety car, which lost
McLaren their 1-2, but Hamilton was untroubled, cruising to another win to
start his second season with a nearly flawless weekend. His future
teammate Rosberg scored his first podium on this day, taking his BMW to
third place with a storming drive.

2008 Monaco Grand Prix
The Principality of Monaco, the crown jewel of Formula 1’s season. In only
his second season, Hamilton scored the hardest win in the sport, triumphing
around the tight and twisty streets of Monte Carlo.
Showers soaked the track on Sunday, with the last one falling about 20
minutes before the race was set to start. Teams delayed their tyre choice as
much as possible, but ultimately the entire grid (other than Nelson Piquet Jr.
in the Renault) chose the regular wet tyre to start.
The Ferraris locked out the front row, with both McLarens on row 2. As
the formation lap got underway, Kovalainen could not move his car from
P4, being pushed back to the garage and given a new steering wheel to
solve the issue.
After the five lights went out, Massa held the lead, with Hamilton
jumping the slow starting Räikkönen for second place at Saint Devote.
Although the field survived Turn 1 unscathed, it would not take long for
Monaco to start claiming victims. Rosberg lost a front wing battling
Alonso, while both Hamilton and Alonso punctured their right rear tyre
tapping the barriers, requiring both to pit, before Coulthard and Sebastian
Bourdais both crashed at Massenet in separate incidents mere seconds apart,
bringing out the Safety Car and erasing Massa's substantial lead to
Räikkönen.
As the race went back to green, Räikkönen was called in for a drivethrough for failing to have his tyres secured before the 3-minute mark,
which dropped him to fourth, promoting Kubica to second behind Massa,
who promptly gave the lead to the Polish driver by running wide at St.
Devote, luckily without damaging his car.
Hamilton, meanwhile, had fuelled his car for a long second stint and
once Kubica and Massa pitted he took the lead, the rain finally letting up.
The leader would pit in lap 54, but with more than a pit stop advantage to

Massa, he retained P1, taking advantage of the new tyres to extend his lead
to the Ferrari.
Again, the Safety Car would erase the lead on Lap 62, as Rosberg
crashed heavily into Piscine, leaving behind a trail of debris on track. But
the restart was handled easily on Lap 68 (by this time the 2-hour limit being
a clear threat to the planned 78 laps), and not even a slow puncture on the
last lap could take the win from Hamilton, who cruised home to earn his
first victory at the Principality.

2008 British Grand Prix
For his second British GP, Hamilton was almost a second behind his
teammate Heikki Kovalainen in qualifying (the Finn achieving his first pole
position in this race), meaning he would start in 4th place, next to
Räikkönen.
The race would start on a damp track, showers soaking Silverstone
before the race. Even if the race was expected to be dry, the cars took to the
track with wet tyres on and as the lights went out, Hamilton was
immediately past Räikkönen and Webber ahead, almost overtaking his
teammate into Copse, before settling into chasing Kovalainen for a few laps
before finally getting past into Stowe.
The conditions were treacherous and many drivers spun and/or went for
off-roading experiences, Adrian Sutil flying off-track excursion in front of
Vettel being one of the more serious ones, and by the time the pitstop
window opened, Hamilton and Räikkönen were nose to tail, pitting
together. Crucially, Ferrari decided not to change tyres, while Hamilton got
a new set.
The strategic gamble by Ferrari proved to be a disaster, Hamilton
pulling away easily as the rain arrived to sow chaos. As the track became
saturated with water, drivers were spinning and going off-road left and
right, conditions becoming downright terrifying for any driver without
extreme wet tyres.
Despite calls for a Safety Car from many drivers, race direction did not
send it out, and even as things deteriorated behind him, Hamilton kept the
car pointing in the right direction for the most part, eventually coming home
to win the race. Lapping everyone up to P4, winning by over a minute from
Heidfeld and Barrichello, tying Massa and Räikkönen on top of the WDC
race, it was an almost perfect home GP weekend for Hamilton.

2008 German Grand Prix
Coming off a win at home in the previous race tied with defending
champion Räikkönen and his Ferrari teammate, Hamilton was riding high
as the F1 circus travelled to Hockenheim.
His great work started on Saturday, with a blistering lap, featuring
multiple lock-ups as he pushed the car to the limit, securing his 9th career
pole position, less than 2 tenths ahead of Massa.
On Sunday, Turn 1 was a mess, as is customary at Hockenheim, with
multiple cars going off track, while Hamilton scampered away from Massa.
At the hairpin, the squabbling over positions behind him helped Hamilton
open a gap.
That is until Timo Glock's left rear suspension gave up coming into the
start/finish straight, sending his Toyota with some violence into the wall,
debris scattered all around the track. There was no option but to send out
the Safety Car. With Glock seemingly OK, the question became whether to
pit. Race leader Hamilton stayed out, along with many of the stragglers,
with all the other front-runners stopping.
Räikkönen was marching up the field, while Massa charged Nelson
Piquet Jr., who had stayed out. Hamilton finally pitted, coming out behind
his teammate, who gave way once it was clear Hamilton had more pace.
Chasing down Massa (and pushing him off-track at the hairpin), he
overtook Piquet as well, took the lead back and held it until the end.
Piquet scored his first career podium after starting P17, with Massa
sharing the rostrum with them. With that result, Hamilton was now leading
the championship, but with the painful memory of losing out in the last race
of the previous year still fresh on his mind, he was not about to let up.

2008 Chinese Grand Prix
A string of disappointing races after winning the British and German GPs
back to back, including a 7th and a 12th place finishes, and Hamilton was in
dire need of a good result at the second to last race of the year. Still leading
the championship from Massa by only 5 points, with Kubica a further 7
behind, the WDC fight was now mostly down to the McLaren and Ferrari
drivers, with China and Brazil remaining.
Qualifying went Hamilton's way, the WDC leader securing his 7th pole
for the season, which helped him stay away from the problems going into

Turn 1. Kovalainen had mismatched tyres to start and fell into the clutches
of Alonso as the race got under way, while Massa was stuck behind his
teammate, who could not keep up with Hamilton ahead.
Kubica, still clinging to slim championship hopes, saw them dashed
when an attempt at a different strategy backfired, the Polish driver far away
from the front.
Räikkönen let Massa through with 8 laps to go, but there was nothing to
be done, as Hamilton pulled away and won by almost 15 seconds, setting up
a final race in Brazil with a 7-point advantage.
Obviously, Hamilton did not win the race in Brazil, famously coming
home in 5th place with a last lap overtake of Timo Glock securing the
championship that was Massa's for a few seconds. It is a race I wish I could
erase from my memory (“is that Glock” still a painful sentence to hear), but
ultimately it crowned Hamilton the youngest WDC winner at that time and
his path towards one of the most successful careers ever in motorsports was
well and truly underway.
All that he would have to endure were a few highs and many lows in the
5 years that followed.

2009
Team: Vodafone McLaren Mercedes
Car: MP4-24
2 wins
For the 2009 season, the rules were changed, with KERS (Kinetic Energy
Recovery System) being introduced along with the return of slick tyres,
wider and lower front wings, and taller and narrower rear wings. The
aerodynamic element reduction was also important, with teams going in
different directions, as they searched for performance.
Honda left Formula 1 at the end of 2008 and Ross Brawn took over the
remnants of their team, renaming it Brawn and putting Jenson Button and
Rubens Barrichello in the car for 2009.
Crucially, Brawn, Williams, and Toyota featured a diffuser that
incorporated part of the rear crash structure into it (which became known as
the double diffuser), helping increase downforce. Seven teams protested the
cars, but the feature was declared legal by the scrutineers (the decision later
confirmed by the FIA on appeal) and the pecking order was about to be
shaken in a major way.
Brawn were clearly the winners in that particular development race, as
their car was imperious at the start of the season, a real-life fairy-tale start
propelling the remains of the Honda team into a storming season start.
Button won 6 of the first 7 races (Vettel managed to win the Chinese Grand
Prix to break the run of victories).
The Brawn Magical Season was rough on many teams. After the offtrack nightmares of the 2007 season, McLaren rebounded in 2008 in
spectacular fashion and hopes were high for 2009.
But Brawn's early dominance left little for the others and by the time
Formula 1 headed to Budapest, Hamilton had 9 points and Kovalainen 5,
while Button had 68, Vettel trailing him by 21 points. Before the race at the
Hungaroring, the team's best results were a Hamilton P4 at Bahrain and
Kovalainen's P5 in the Chinese GP, McLaren almost 100 points behind
Brawn in the Constructor's Championship.
Things looked dire for the Woking team. And Hamilton, having started
the season with a DSQ at Australia, was feeling the pressure of his first

non-competitive season.
Heading into the Hungarian GP, hardly anyone expected the team's
fortunes to change.

2009 Hungarian Grand Prix
The weekend was off to a bad start with Felipe Massa's accident on
Saturday. Hamilton would start from 4th place, with Alonso's Renault on
pole position, while Ferrari tried to regroup after Massa's condition proved
to not be life-threatening.
At the start, Hamilton made up a place at Vettel’s expense, with Webber
becoming the next victim, and after Alonso's pitstop went horribly wrong,
the Renault eventually losing a tyre out on track, Hamilton inherited the
lead, which he would only yield to his teammate when he pitted, regaining
it the next lap and cruising to the win, finally getting a victory in 2009.
Räikkönen's second place was a welcome balm for Ferrari after the terrible
weekend the team had endured.
In the WDC fight, Hamilton was still 51 points behind Button, but it
was a welcome result in a difficult season.
This weekend would still cause ripples in the season, as Nelson Piquet's
revelations surrounding his son’s crash in the inaugural Singapore GP the
previous year would cause a controversy that could rival the 2007
McLaren-Ferrari scandal, and would sully many reputations in the sport.

2009 Singapore Grand Prix
Four races after Hamilton's first win of the season, the F1 circus headed to
Singapore, as fly away season started.
On the eve of the second ever Singapore GP, Flavio Briatore and Pat
Symmonds left Renault under allegations of collusion to make Nelson
Piquet Jr. crash on purpose to hand an advantage to Alonso. Romain
Grosjean's crash on Friday in the same spot as Piquet's infamous one was an
ironic touch to the weekend.
Brawn had a horrendous weekend, Button and Barrichello both out of
position after qualifying (12th and 5th, respectively, with Barrichello
serving a 5 place grid penalty on top of it and Button gaining one place with

Heidfeld penalty), which left Hamilton to claim his 16th pole position, 0.3
ahead of Vettel's Red Bull.
Behind the leader, drivers were getting penalties, getting into accidents
(Sutil managed to end Heidfeld's reliability record of 34 consecutive race
finishes after a clumsy move on Jaime Alguersuari left him facing the
wrong way), Vettel's car was coming apart, Toro Rosso mechanics were
dragged down with the fuel rig, the race was messy.
At the front, Hamilton led comfortably, relinquishing the lead for only 4
laps and cruising to his final win of 2009, the 11th of his career. He would
score two second places in the Japanese and Brazilian GPs that followed,
and a retirement in Abu Dhabi would see him finish 5th in the WDC.

2010
Team: Vodafone McLaren Mercedes
Car: MP4-25
3 wins
As 2010 dawned, 2009 champions Brawn GP were bought by MercedesBenz and renamed Mercedes GP. Still a few years away from the AllConquering Black Arrows of 2020, they did feature 7-time World
Champion Michael Schumacher partnering with Nico Rosberg, while
Hamilton now had Jenson Button as his teammate. Barrichello moved to
Williams to team up with Nico Hülkenberg, in the seats vacated by Rosberg
and Kazuki Nakajima, who was left without a drive when more-hopefulthan-realistic new entry Stefan Grand Prix entry was rejected by the FIA.
The new season saw refuelling banned, with a change to the current
points system, among other small changes, and the debut of three new
teams (Hispania, Lotus, and Virgin).
No dominant force would emerge in 2010, as Ferrari, Red Bull, and
McLaren all seemed capable of winning on a given Sunday. In a rather
bizarre twist, the season would see no driver win a race while leading the
championship after Vettel's win in Malaysia.

2010 Turkish Grand Prix
As the season reached the Turkish GP, Webber and Vettel were tied at the
top, with 78 points each, with Alonso 3 points behind, and defending
champion Button a further 3 down. Hamilton was tied with Kubica in 6th
with 59 points.
Webber secured pole position by less than 0.2 over Hamilton, with
Ferrari's 800th race seeing their drivers 8th (Massa) and 12th (Alonso) on
the grid. At the start, both Red Bulls (Vettel started 3rd) were out in front
before Hamilton managed to pass Vettel before the end of the first lap.
Positions up front would hold, even as Hamilton chased Webber around
Istanbul Park, unable to find a way past the Red Bull. Webber and Hamilton
both pitted together, but McLaren had trouble and Hamilton lost out to
Vettel as well.

On Lap 39, Vettel attempted a pass on Webber and the two collided,
Vettel out of the race and Webber left to salvage a third place after getting a
new front wing.
Button would overtake Lewis on Lap 48, after the team told both drivers
to save fuel, with Hamilton quickly forgetting his fuel level and regaining
the lead and holding it to the end. It was one of the unlikeliest McLaren 12’s ever, but no one was going to complain.

2010 Canadian Grand Prix
As Formula 1 flew to Canada for the next race, Turkey's crash dominated
the news cycle. Hamilton's first win of the season was a side show as Vettel
and Webber were asked repeated questions about their intra team dynamics,
what it meant for the WDC battle, could they continue to share the track.
Despite only one win, Hamilton sat in P3 in the standings with 84 points,
his teammate in second with 88, and Webber leading with 93, while Alonso
and Vettel trailed Hamilton by 5 and 6 points, respectively.
With more than half the season still to go, this was anyone's
championship and all the front-runners were keen on being the one at the
top once the dust settled.
Hamilton snatched pole on Saturday, with Webber, Vettel, and Button
behind, but a penalty for a gearbox change dropped Webber to 7th and
promoted Vettel to the front row.
At the start, as the field thundered towards Turn 1, Button and 2nd row
starting Vitantonio Liuzzi were slow off the line, allowing Massa's Ferrari
to sneak between both cars. Liuzzi, with the inside line into the first corner,
was not interested in giving up his position, and as Massa also turned in, the
Force India and the Ferrari bumped into each other three times, with Button
taking the outside and avoiding the melee. Both cars completed the first lap
at the back of the field and were out of contention (Liuzzi would finish P9,
Massa P15).
Hamilton had Vettel behind him but kept his lead until his first pit stop
on Lap 7, with Alonso going in at the same time. The Ferrari mechanics did
a better job and Alonso and Hamilton came out together, racing at the exit,
with the Ferrari on the inside line to the first corner and slightly ahead, so
Hamilton was now stuck behind, where he would stay until finding a way
past on Lap 14, taking advantage of the pair catching then race leader

Sebastian Buemi at the hairpin to speed past the Ferrari going into the final
chicane.
After the second pit stop, with a healthy gap to the rest of the field,
Hamilton pitted and came out in 5th place, jumping to P2 after the cars
ahead pitted, with only Webber ahead. The Red Bull was going long on the
harder compound, but the Red Bull tyres went away and when Hamilton
caught Webber, he had nothing to defend with, the Australian pitting right
after for the faster compound to try to salvage whatever points he could.
Hamilton would not relinquish the lead until the end of the race, with
Button getting by Alonso to complete a McLaren 1-2.
Championship leader at the start of the race, Webber came home in 5th,
with Vettel ahead of him, putting Hamilton at the lead with 109 points,
Button in second with 106 and Webber third with 103.

2010 Belgian Grand Prix
Following Canada, Hamilton scored a couple of second places, a 4th and a
DNF in Hungary, and arrived in Belgium again trailing Webber (161-157).
Button had fallen 10 points behind following Canada, with Vettel jumping
him for third in the WDC, 6 points behind Hamilton.
Barrichello's 300th race was celebrated by the entire paddock, while the
fight regarding the front wing flex of Ferrari and Red Bull finally saw a
decision, with both cars being declared legal under the regulations. More
importantly, many teams brought their version of McLaren's F-Duct to
Belgium.
Qualifying started under the threat of rain and after Vitaly Petrov spun
on his outlap, the session was red flagged. When the green light flashed, the
pitlane was dry but the other side of the track was very wet, and chaos
ensued. Cars were flying everywhere, many of them pointing in the wrong
direction as drivers did their best to set a lap time. As the rain hit again at
the end of qualifying, Webber set the fastest time and would start at the
head of the field the next day.
As was the case in all races after the start, the WDC leader would not
win the race. Webber had a poor getaway and was swallowed by the rest of
the field, completing the first lap in 6th place, while Hamilton took
advantage of the Red Bull's anti-stall kicking in and jumped into the lead.
Going into the final chicane, all the leading cars overshot the corner, as
the tarmac was damp. As the field concertinaed into the corner Barrichello's

300th race came to an end, slamming into Alonso ahead and bringing out
the Safety Car.
At the front, Vettel crashed into Button going into the final chicane and
that cleared the way for Hamilton. The Red Bull had to pit to rebuild the
front of the car, Button was out on the spot, and Kubica inherited second
place.
As the race progressed, the Ardennes weather decided to participate
again and the rain came down, wet tyres becoming necessary. While the
field came to the pits to switch to new rubber, Hamilton had an off that
almost cost him his front wing. Kubica was not so lucky, missing his
braking point and crashing into his pit crew (handing second place to
Webber), while Hamilton took off in the lead.
Alonso's spin and crash while running in P8 would necessitate another
Safety Car, bunching up the field behind Hamilton. Once the race got
underway, Webber could not challenge the McLaren and Hamilton came
around the Bus Stop chicane in first place to retake the WDC from Webber
by just 3 points, Vettel 31 points behind the leader, with Button's DNF
dropping him 35 points behind his teammate.
Failing to finish the two next races, Hamilton would find himself in
fourth place in the WDC as the season headed to its finale, 24 points behind
WDC leader Alonso, with Vettel and Webber ahead of him. With all the
possible permutations, Hamilton had a simple task in Abu Dhabi: win the
race and hope for the best.
It was not to be, however, and Vettel's win meant that the hunt for title
number 2 fell short again. Hamilton would have to try again in 2011.

2011
Team: Vodafone McLaren Mercedes
Car: MP4-26
3 wins
The 2011 season would see a few changes to the sport. Pirelli became the
sport's tyre supplier, as Bridgestone chose not to renew their contract with
Formula 1, the 107% rule made a comeback, the F-Duct was banned, the
Drag Reduction System (DRS) introduced, and the rules for diffusers were
changed to outlaw double exhaust blown diffusers.
Interestingly, a rule was introduced that year at the European Grand Prix
regarding "extreme" engine maps used in qualifying but not in the race that
followed. The ban was short-lived, however, as teams asked (and received)
exemptions and exceptions to the rule, FIA eventually relenting and
scrapping the ban altogether. We shall see what happens to the 2020 version
of that rule.
The 2011 season got underway in Melbourne after the cancellation of
the Bahrain GP due to unrest in the country. Red Bull picked up where they
left off, Vettel winning in Australia and in Malaysia, the F1 circus arriving
in China with the defending champion holding a 24 point lead to Button,
with Hamilton in third place with 22 points.

2011 Chinese Grand Prix
The third race of the season saw Vettel on pole yet again, with teammate
Webber experiencing electrical issues before qualifying and starting in P18
on Sunday. Hamilton, meanwhile, would start behind Vettel in P3, but with
an extra set of tyres, having only done one lap during the last stage of
qualifying.
As the time limit to leave for the grid approached, Hamilton’s McLaren
would not start, the mechanics working frantically on the engine. With 30
seconds to go, the engine fired up and the car made it out of the pits, the
mechanics finishing the job while on the grid.
Once the lights went out, both McLarens jumped the pole sitter, Button
taking the lead into Turn 1, with Hamilton behind him. Vettel got by

Hamilton and into P2 immediately before pitting, with Button ahead also
heading into the pits. Button had a brain fart and went into the Red Bull pit
box, being waved on by the Red Bull mechanics, who did another superb
job and helped Vettel jump Button.
After the first round of pit stops, Vettel was leading before his second
pit-stop, while Hamilton and Button diced down the start/finish straight,
with Hamilton eventually coming out on top after a forceful move into Turn
1.
Red Bull was banking on a two-stop strategy for Vettel, while Hamilton
would stop three times in the race, the strategy of saving a set of tyres
paying off. As the contest wound down, Hamilton was hot on Vettel's tail,
the McLaren with a clear tyre advantage over Vettel, and he took the lead
on Lap 51, while Vettel had nothing to counter with and settled into P2.
Webber, in a very impressive recovery drive, passed Button for the last
podium position on Lap 54, relegating the other McLaren to fourth.
That meant Hamilton was now second in the WDC race, 21 points
behind Vettel's 68, while Button and Webber languished back with 38 and
37, respectively.

2011 German Grand Prix
Six other races would take place before Hamilton could climb to the top
step again. Championship leader Vettel had no such troubles and by the
time the teams reached Germany for the tenth race of the season, he was 80
points ahead of Webber, after 4 wins and 2 second places after China, with
Hamilton and Button tied in 4th place with 109 points, 95 points behind.
Having never scored a point in the Nürburgring before, it looked like
any designs on competing for the championship were out of the question for
the McLaren driver. Hamilton looked ready to change that particular
statistic from the start of the weekend and, after a great lap in qualifying, he
would start the race next to Webber in the front row, while Vettel and
Alonso's resurgent Ferrari, coming off a win at Silverstone, shared the
second row.
Starting on a cold and damp track, Hamilton sprinted ahead and took the
lead as Webber had one of his patented slow starts and dropped to second.
Alonso and Vettel squabbled over third place, allowing the leading pair to
sprint away. Webber closed in on Hamilton and made a move for the lead in
the final corner. Hamilton had no interest in being behind the Red Bull and

re-took the lead into Turn 1, with Webber pitting soon thereafter and ending
that threat for a while.
For the next round of stops, there were multiple pit exits with the
leaders close to each other, with Alonso being the last one, coming out
ahead of a charging Hamilton. The Ferrari's cold tyres could not match the
McLaren's for grip and Hamilton swept around the outside in Turn 2 to take
the lead. He would hold Alonso and Webber back until the end, beating
Alonso by only 4 seconds.
Even though the result meant Hamilton was now at 134 points, in 3rd
place in the championship, and only 5 points behind Webber, championship
leader's disappointing (for Red Bull) 4th place still meant Vettel was almost
80 points ahead of Webber and well in control of the WDC fight.

2011 Abu Dhabi Grand Prix
By the time Formula 1 arrived in Abu Dhabi for the penultimate race of
2011, the championship had been decided for 2 races, with Vettel winning
his second consecutive WDC title in Japan, then proceeding to claim
victory in the next 2 races (Korea and India) to boot.
Even if the ultimate prize of the season had already been claimed, but
there were still plenty of points to be won in both the WDC and the WCC.
Button's challenge had faltered, but he was still in 2nd place in the WDC,
with Alonso and Webber hot on his heels (Hamilton had dropped to 5th, 19
points behind Webber).
The season's champion started from pole, but his race lasted 2 corners,
his rear right tyre punctured and the Red Bull off the track. He would return
to the pits, but his suspension was shot, and the Red Bull was retired.
Hamilton took the lead and ran away from the field, losing the lead
momentarily to Webber after his pit-stop, but regaining it the next lap.
Until the second stop, Hamilton was hounded by Alonso, but the Ferrari
could never mount a serious challenge for the lead (his time behind Petrov
from the year before being mentioned many times) and Hamilton took his
third and final win of the season. It would be the first time in the season
without a Red Bull driver on the podium (Webber had to pit in the next to
last lap to use both compounds and could not create enough of a gap to
Button, who finished third).
Even with Button’s epic Canada win, the season was a disappointment
to McLaren, Red Bull leaving them (and all others) in their dust.

2012
Team: Vodafone McLaren Mercedes
Car: MP4-27
4 wins
The new season would see 6 former world champions on the grid and
would be the last season for Michael Schumacher, still partnered with Nico
Rosberg in the (not-yet-all-conquering) Mercedes, while Hamilton and
Button would share driving duties at McLaren for the last time.
Button would claim victory in Australia (and at Belgium and at the last
race in Brazil), and it would take seven races before Hamilton climbed onto
the top step of the podium. By this time, a much more balanced title fight
had Alonso leading the WDC with 76 points, Vettel and Webber 3 points
down, and Hamilton 13 points in areas in 4th place, with no driver having
won 2 races (Webber would be the first to do so in the race after Canada).
Button won Australia, Alonso Malaysia, Rosberg triumphed in China
(Mercedes first F1 win since 1955), Vettel won in Bahrain, Pastor
Maldonado had his Barcelona victory, and Webber took top honours in
Monaco. Circuit Gilles Villeneuve would host the seventh straight race with
a different winner next.

2012 Canadian Grand Prix
As the Formula 1 world tour reached Canada, Hamilton was in dire need of
a victory and setting the 2nd fastest time in qualifying would see the
McLaren start from a good position to score his third win in Montreal, with
Vettel starting from pole position.
The German got off the line well and kept the lead, while Alonso was
harassing Hamilton in second place, but after the pit-stops, Vettel fell
behind both cars, with Alonso leading. Hamilton quick dispatched the
Ferrari coming out of the hairpin and opened a small gap to Alonso, with
Vettel now chasing the Ferrari.
A slow stop due to the right rear tyre issue made Hamilton drop behind
Vettel, with Alonso now in the lead. The McLaren set off in pursuit, his new

set of soft tyres helping him chase down and pass Vettel going into the final
chicane, with Alonso two and a half seconds ahead.
The Ferrari had no tyres left and it was only a matter of time before
Hamilton re-took the lead, which he did going into the final chicane as well.
Meanwhile, Vettel had put new soft tyres on and Vettel was on a charge,
trying to catch the Ferrari again. Lotus' Romain Grosjean had already
dispatched Alonso, followed by the Sauber of Sergio Perez, before Vettel
could catch and take another position from the Ferrari, but the Red Bull
could not catch the Sauber for a podium finish.
Hamilton would leave Canada leading the WDC by 2 points over
Alonso, Vettel a further point down, but a string of poor results before the
Hungarian GP would greatly reduce his WDC chances.

2012 Hungarian Grand Prix
Going into the Hungarian GP, Hamilton had dropped to 5th in the WDC, 62
points behind Alonso. The Ferrari driver had opened a 34-point lead to
Webber and 44 to Vettel with 2 wins and a P2 after Canada and looked to be
in control of the championship battle. With Button also not scoring many
points, McLaren had dropped to 3rd in the WCC fight, 70 points behind
Red Bull.
Hamilton would blitz the field on Saturday, setting the best time by over
0.4 over Grosjean and Vettel, notching McLaren's 150th pole position in the
process.
Michael Schumacher's error at the start, which caused a second
formation lap, did not bother Hamilton, who got away well and, while
Vettel, Grosjean, and Button battled over second place, Hamilton took off
and kept the lead until the first pit-stop.
Surrendering the lead to Räikkönen, Hamilton would get it back once
the Lotus pitted and no one could do anything about the McLaren, even as
Räikkönen pushed hard to get by. Running behind Hamilton did his tyres no
favours and the Lotus could not find a way past, finishing 1 second behind
as Hamilton claimed his second victory of the season, as Grosjean fought
off Vettel to claim the last place on the podium.

2012 Italian Grand Prix

After the summer break, Belgium would be a nightmare for Hamilton and
Alonso, as Grosjean caused the famous start pile-up. Both WDC
challengers would score no points while Button, Vettel and Räikkönen
would finish in the podium positions and jumble the title fight. Alonso still
led, but his comfortable lead was now under 25 points to Vettel, while
Räikkönen sat in 4th place only 1 point behind Webber, Hamilton 14 behind
the Finn.
Monza was next and the McLarens dominated qualifying, locking out
the front row. Hamilton kept his lead at the start, but was under pressure
from fast-starting Massa, while Button tried to reclaim second place from
the Ferrari.
While Vettel and Alonso battled it out, including a trip through the grass
for Alonso and a drive-through for Vettel for pushing the Ferrari off the
track, Hamilton calmly cruised around Monza in the lead, losing it
temporarily to one-stopping Perez, but reclaiming it soon thereafter, the win
never truly in doubt.
Perez passed both Ferraris after his pit-stops to score a podium for
Sauber, while both Red Bulls failed to reach the end, the first time since
Korea two years prior. Hamilton rose to second place in the WDC fight
(Räikkönen and Vettel right behind him), with Alonso 37 points ahead.
A retirement in Singapore and a P10 in Korea while Vettel strung
together 4 consecutive wins after Italy would mean that Hamilton would
reach Austin already out of contention for the WDC title, which was now a
straight fight between Vettel and Alonso.
After Vettel's run of 4 straight victories, neither contender would win
another race that season, with Räikkönen winning in Abu Dhabi but being
eliminated from title contention when Alonso and Vettel shared the podium
with him, and each McLaren driver winning one of the last two races in the
USA and Brazil.

2012 United States Grand Prix
For the first race in the Circuit of the Americas, the crowd's effusive
reception helped erase any memories from a certain race in the same
country. Future CotA king Hamilton would start from the front row, but
crucially in the dirty side of the track, which helped Webber jump the
McLaren, Vettel leading off from pole position.

Hamilton would pass Webber for second place in Lap 3, setting off in
pursuit of Vettel while Webber would have yet another mechanical DNF.
The race progressed past their only pit-stops for the race, Vettel still keeping
Hamilton behind, while Alonso tried to salvage the best finish he could
after starting in 7th place.
Vettel came up to Narain Karthikeyan's HRT in a bad place, had to back
off and wait for a clear place to pass the backmarker and that gave Hamilton
the chance to use DRS down the back straight to finally get past, taking
over a lead he would not relinquish until the end.
After being the last winner in Indianapolis back in 2007, Hamilton again
triumphed in the United States, Vettel crossing the line less than a second
behind him to secure Red Bull's WCC title.
This would be Hamilton's final victory for McLaren, ending 6 years
with the team having won 1 championship, 21 races, 12 fastest laps, and 26
pole positions. It was a very productive period, but even this highly
successful partnership would pale in comparison to what Hamilton would
accomplish thereafter.

2013
Team: Mercedes AMG Petronas F1 Team
Car: W04
1 win
There would be no fight for the championship in 2013. Vettel's 13 wins
assured no one would challenge the Red Bull juggernaut in what would be
their final year of dominance.
For Hamilton, now driving for Mercedes alongside Nico Rosberg, it
would be a difficult year. The team won 3 races (Rosberg in Monaco and
Silverstone, Hamilton in Hungary), and beat Ferrari in the WCC by just 6
points, in the last season Mercedes would fail to win both championships
until the present day. Even if much rosier days were coming, back in 2013,
Red Bull's pace was simply too great for the Silver Arrows and the season
was a frustrating one for Hamilton.
A solitary win in Hungary kept his streak of winning one race in every
season he competed in Formula 1, serving as a bridge between his McLaren
days to his all-conquering days at Mercedes once the new engine
regulations came into effect in 2014.

2013 Hungarian Grand Prix
The win was almost pedestrian. Hamilton started from pole and, as Vettel
and Grosjean squabbled behind, Hamilton scampered away. Vettel came out
on top of that scrap, but by then Hamilton had track position in the
notoriously tough to overtake Hungaroring.
Vettel tried to chase down Hamilton with an alternative strategy, but
came out of the pits behind Button, whom he tried to overtake without
much success until a lunge into Turn 4 got him past, losing too much time
in the process.
While this was going on, Hamilton held a comfortable lead and would
keep it that way until the flag, dispatching Mark Webber with relative ease
after coming out of the pits behind the Red Bull. Behind Hamilton, cars
were banging wheels, going off-track for overtakes, knocking each other's
front wings off, but nothing got in the way of Hamilton for the win.

In what was the prelude for the following years, Hamilton was simply
untouchable.
For the following year, the pecking order was likely to be different due
to the regulation changes. No one, however, would have bet on Mercedes
transforming itself into a Formula 1 Leviathan.

2014
Team: Mercedes AMG Petronas F1 Team
Car: W05 Hybrid
11 wins
As the new engine regulations came into effect, Formula 1 now had the
ugliest noses in its history, BY FAR, and Mercedes started what would be
the most dominant period in history (with no end currently in sight).
The turbocharged 1.6-litre V6 engines with 8-speed gearboxes would
now be called Power Units (PU), as they would include the internal
combustion engine (ICE), the turbo (TC), the Motor Generator Unit-Heat
(MGU-H, which would harvest energy from the exhaust), the Motor
Generator Unit-Kinetic (MGU-K, which would harvest energy while
braking), the Energy Store (ES, effectively the battery pack), and the
Control Electronics (CE), which included the Electronic Control Unit
(ECU) and any software necessary to manage the PU. The old KERS was
now the Energy Recovery System (ERS) and was incorporated in the PU
design.
A points system was introduced to control PU development, with
individual parts being classified in three tiers, each tier costing a certain
number of points, with each team having 66 of them to use. If it sounds
convoluted, it is because it was extremely.
Lower noses were mandated, making a return after disappearing post
2010 and the intricacies of these regulations brought about the
aforementioned phallic fronts, of which we shall not speak again.
Along with the aerodynamic changes, this meant that Formula 1 cars
looked very different from the year before and as fuel efficiency was now a
concern, a fuel flow restriction was also put in place (Daniel Ricciardo
would lose a podium at his home race in Melbourne for it).
The Front-and-Rear Interconnected suspension system (FRIC), which
linked front and rear suspensions to transfer hydraulic fluid between them
to offset the effects of weight transfer would be banned mid-season and the
camera mounting loophole, where teams put extra aero devices as false
camera mountings, was closed, with the camera locations now restricted in
the regulations.

2014 Malaysian Grand Prix
It would take 2 races for Hamilton to win for the first time in the hybrid era,
conquering Malaysia with relative ease. Starting from pole with Rosberg
next him, Hamilton took the lead into the first corner while his teammate
fought Vettel for second place. Both Red Bulls and the other Mercedes kept
fighting over second and third places while Hamilton drove off into the
distance.
Rosberg's slow start and wobble coming out of the first sequence of
corners would keep him outside striking distance to Hamilton, who cruised
to the win without much trouble, taking over second place in the WDC
battle behind Rosberg (25-43) and scoring his first-ever Grand Chelem
(pole, lead every lap, fastest lap).
His grateful patting of the W05 would be repeated many times in the
coming years.

2014 Bahrain Grand Prix
For the third race of season and 10th Bahrain GP, the race would take place
at night for the first time.
Mercedes locked the front row again, Rosberg in front this time. With a
rocket start, Hamilton took the lead into Turn 1, keeping his teammate
behind for a few laps, until his car started losing tyre performance (this time
his tyres were indeed dead, Bono) and both Mercedes started a long
squabble over the lead, with several hairy moments bringing them close to a
clash.
When Maldonado flipped Esteban Gutierrez's Sauber coming out of the
pits, the Safety Car bunched up the field, with Hamilton getting a harder
compound than Rosberg behind. With 10 laps to go, Paddy Lowe was on
the radio urging both drivers to bring the cars home.
At the restart, Rosberg could not find a way past, even with the softer
tyres. He pushed Hamilton in every way he could, hounding the 44
Mercedes all around the track. Both drivers gave the other enough space, so
that the pitwall did not have to intervene, and Hamilton resisted the pressure
until the end, making it consecutive Mercedes 1-2 finishes.
The points battle now showed Rosberg with an eleven-point lead, while
Mercedes held a 111-44 advantage over Force India.

2014 Chinese Grand Prix
In the podium at Bahrain, Rosberg said he would come back to win the next
race, the Chinese GP.
It would not turn out that way. Rosberg would start behind both Red
Bulls while Hamilton was on pole and a slow start due to telemetry loss,
coupled with contact with Bottas, meant Rosberg had no chance to trouble
Hamilton right from the start.
Rosberg would fight through the field and finish second, but the biggest
bother Hamilton had the entire race was the chequered flag being shown a
lap earlier accidentally.
Driving an F1 car for 90 minutes can be called comfortable, but
Hamilton was left to his own devices by the others for almost the entire race
and at the flag he was almost 20 seconds ahead of Rosberg, whose WDC
lead had now been slashed to just 4 points. Mercedes was still almost 100
points ahead of Red Bull, the WCC already looking like a done deal.

2014 Spanish Grand Prix
Spain would also not be the place for Rosberg's second win of the season.
Starting from pole, Hamilton kept the lead and Rosberg could not get
close to his teammate. Mercedes again split their strategies, as they did in
Bahrain, and Rosberg hoped that a last stint on mediums could help him
past Hamilton.
With the better tyres, Rosberg had no difficulty in closing down
Hamilton, but the Circuit de Catalunya is not known for the ease of
overtaking and although Vettel was putting on a splendid drive, climbing
from a P15 start due to grid penalties to an excellent P4 finish, Rosberg
would have no such luck.
He tried all he could, but there was no getting by Hamilton's, who
notched his 4th straight win by only 0.6 seconds to his teammate.
With that result, Hamilton now had a 3-point lead in the WDC, and it
did not look like anyone but the Mercedes drivers would contend for the
title.

2014 British Grand Prix

One Ricciardo and two Rosberg wins later, and the Formula 1 circus landed
in Silverstone with Rosberg leading Hamilton 165-136.
The Mercedes dominance was still going strong, the team now sitting at
301 points while Red Bull had only 143, so the WCC was clearly already
spoken for. But the WDC would not be so easily won and Hamilton struck
back on home soil (Rosberg had done the same in Monaco and would also
win his adopted home GP of Germany next).
The lovely British summer was on full display and qualifying was a wet
affair. In Q3, Hamilton had set provisional pole and backed out of his last
lap, his best time seemingly secure. Only the track had improved and he
would end up more than 3 seconds behind his teammate on pole, starting in
6th place, behind Vettel, Button in the McLaren, Hulkenberg’s Force India,
and Kevin Magnussen in the other McLaren.
The start of the 50th British GP at Silverstone saw Rosberg hold on to
the lead and scamper away, while Hamilton was by Vettel and Hulkenberg
as the leading cars went down into Brooklands. Behind them, however,
Räikkönen went wide, got it all wrong coming back to the straight through
the grass, lost control of the car, bounced on the barriers and was thrown
back to the track, Massa's Williams having nowhere to go. The debris on
track and the wrecked barrier caused the race to be stopped.
At the restart after one hour, the field followed the Safety Car around,
with Hamilton starting from 4th place, Button, Magnussen, and Rosberg
still ahead of him.
The Dane’s McLaren went wide at Copse and Hamilton was up to 3rd.
Next lap, he dispatched his former teammate Button as the pair went into
Brooklands and set off to chase Rosberg.
When Rosberg pitted, Hamilton took the lead, surrendering it a few laps
later after his own pitstop, but as Rosberg's gearbox started to trouble him,
it soon became obvious that the string of Mercedes 1-2 finishes was about
to end.
Rosberg had to retire on Lap 29, leaving Hamilton to cruise to a
comfortable win, to the delight of the Silverstone crowd.
Crucially, Rosberg's lead in the WDC was now only 4 points, after
starting the day at 29.
After such a thrill, the next few races would not be as kind to Hamilton.

2014 Italian Grand Prix

Third place in Germany (after starting P20 following a crash in Q1) and
Hungary (where his car caught fire during qualifying before he could set a
time) followed by a DNF in Belgium (the "Nico hit me" race) meant that
Rosberg again opened a lead in the WDC, the Mercedes pair sitting on 220
and 191 points.
After a talk with Toto about the Spa shenanigans, Mercedes was quick
to try to clear the air at Monza to try to move on. No one really believed the
display of unity, but no one could do anything about it either, as Mercedes
locked the front row.
Hamilton had a problem engaging his gears at the start and dropped to
4th, with Rosberg taking the lead.
Hamilton got by Magnussen, and had Massa ahead of him, while
Rosberg asked too much from his brakes going into Turn 1 under no
pressure and as Hamilton got by Massa, Rosberg was definitely in danger.
Another error into Turn 1 trying to keep Hamilton out of DRS range
saw the lead change hands, and Hamilton would keep it until the end,
beating Rosberg by 3 seconds at the line.
The WDC fight was now 238-216 in Rosberg's favour.

2014 Singapore Grand Prix
The next race was the night derby at Singapore. It would prove to be a
pivotal moment in the WDC battle, and a crucial change at Ferrari, as
Sergio Marchionne replaced Luca di Montezemolo at the head of the
Scuderia.
Rosberg's DNF in Singapore due to an electronics issue, coupled with
Hamilton's win, meant the lead in the WDC had again shifted to Hamilton.
The weekend was the usual nocturnal spectacle, with pole position
decided by only 0.007 in favour of Hamilton. It all spoke of another battle
between the teammates, but Rosberg's steering was not working properly as
he was heading out to the grid and as he did not get off the line to start the
formation lap, he had to start from the pit lane, which cleared Hamilton's
path to Turn 1 and ultimately to victory.
Ricciardo would lead one lap, Vettel another, but otherwise Hamilton
only needed to overtake Vettel after a pitstop with 10 laps to go with the
Red Bull tyres on severely degraded tyres to retake 1st place. The Red Bull
on worn-out rubber was no match for Hamilton's brand-new tyres and, at
the flag, the Red Bulls were a long way back, not even the Safety Car for

Perez spreading debris all over the track after contact with Sutil being
enough to help anyone challenge the #44 Silver Arrow.
After the win, Hamilton was again on top, 241-238.

2014 Japanese Grand Prix
Rosberg beat Hamilton to pole position by 0.197, but the race would not be
a straightforward affair.
This was the race when Max Verstappen had his first taste of F1, at only
17, driving Jean-Éric Vergne's Toro Rosso to 12th place in FP1 before a
broken exhaust ended his day. Even more impactful, it was the first race
since Sebastian Vettel's shock announcement that he was leaving the Red
Bull family for Ferrari.
Sadly, these two important developments would pale in comparison to a
much more serious and graver one, with far-reaching consequences. Jules
Bianchi's fatal accident would lead to the introduction of the Virtual Safety
Car for the 2015 season (after a trial in the last three races of 2014) and the
halo, which became mandatory on all formula cars in the F1 ladder from the
2018 season onwards.
Bianchi's crash served as a stark reminder to everyone that no matter
how safe Formula 1 strives to be, no matter how much progress the sport
achieves on safety, the drivers (and marshals and team personnel and
spectators) are still at risk when cars are going so fast.
During practice, Hamilton made a mistake into Turn 1 and wrecked his
left front suspension on the barriers, the team making sure his car would be
ready for qualifying but Hamilton eventually "only" managing the second
fastest time, Rosberg on pole.
On Sunday, the race would start behind the Safety Car, as rain battered
Suzuka as the start time approached. The rain was quite strong and as cars
started having trouble following Bernd Mayländer at reduced speeds, the
race was stopped after 2 laps.
Once the rain subsided a bit, more laps behind the Safety Car eventually
turned into a restart on Lap 10, Rosberg holding the lead into Turn 1, just as
the crossover point to intermediate tyres was reached and the pitlane was
very busy.
Rosberg switched tyres before Hamilton, who had trouble keeping to the
track with the full wets, and as Hamilton's in lap was compromised, he had
no chance to take the lead.

Clawing back to Rosberg's gearbox, the two Mercedes started running
close together, eventually leading Hamilton to have an off at Turn 1 at the
start of Lap 26. It did help him understand the grip levels, though, and he
soon went around the outside of Rosberg in Turn 1 for the lead on Lap 28,
his teammate powerless to stop him.
The rain returned in force and the conditions became very tricky again,
leading to most drivers to complain over the radio that the situation was
becoming dangerous. Sadly, the race would carry long enough for Sutil to
crash his Sauber in Turn 7.
As the marshals worked, a recovery vehicle came onto the track and as
Jules Bianchi lost control of his car at the same spot and crashed into that
vehicle, Formula 1 would sadly again have a fatal accident in a race
(Bianchi finally succumbed to the injuries on July 17, 2015, nine months
after the accident, without ever recovering conscience, robbing Formula 1
of an emerging talent).
As the severity of the accident became clear once the Medical Car was
on the scene, the race was stopped, and classification taken from the end of
Lap 44. No celebration was held for Hamilton's win, the podium a sombre
affair. Hamilton would carry a 10-point lead to the first Russian GP at
Sochi, but a dark cloud hung over the paddock after the race.
Although the halo would prove its worth many times over since its
implementation (most recently at the Tuscan GP restart debacle), one
cannot help but wish it would have been created and implemented for
different reasons.
Please take a moment to remember Jules Bianchi and those who knew
and loved him.

2014 Russian Grand Prix
Before the first-ever Formula 1 Russian GP, the results of the investigation
into Jules Bianchi's accident were divulged by FIA President Jean Todt and
Race Director Charlie Whiting. They were, predictably, not satisfying, as
Bianchi was judged to have committed an error by not slowing down
sufficiently going into a section of the track under double waved yellows
and that was that. Less talked about would be the decision to not have
recovery vehicles on track while cars are at racing speeds, which played
quite a large part in losing Bianchi. With the Virtual Safety Car instituted

for the 2015 and beyond, we can only hope to never again see this kind of
accident.
Marussia got a car ready for the race, but it would stay in the garage, as
only Max Chilton’s car would go out on track out of respect for Bianchi's
memory and his family. Many messages of support were on helmets and
cars, as the Formula 1 paddock was still operating with heavy emotions as
Bianchi laid in a hospital bed in Japan. But even if it only 5 days had passed
since that terrible Sunday at Suzuka, the race had to go on.
Once the drivers got down to business, Hamilton was quick to claim the
inaugural pole position, beating Rosberg by 0.2. With the long run up to the
first braking point of Turn 2, it remained to be seen if starting from pole
would actually hurt Hamilton's chances in the race.
Before the race, the pre-race show was one of the weirdest things in
Formula 1 history, the marshals making Formula 1 cars with their bodies
being the weirdest bit, and we can only hope to never have to see that again.
As the race got underway, Rosberg did indeed get a run on Hamilton on
the way to Turn 1, but his braking left much to be desired, and he
flatspotted his tyres while overtaking out of bounds, handing every
advantage to Hamilton in the process.
As he closed Rosberg down in the back straight, his race engineer Peter
“Bono” Bonnington was on the radio telling him that was no need to attack.
In response to which Hamilton overtook Rosberg into Turn 13 and sailed
into the distance.
Hamilton would be untroubled throughout the race, with future
teammate Bottas holding second position for a while, whom Rosberg would
eventually catch and pass, another Mercedes 1-2 being the result.
Hamilton led every lap en route to his fourth straight win and as the
teams said good-bye to Russia, his lead was 17 points, with three races to
go.
Mercedes, meanwhile, clinched their first-ever Constructors'
Championship (there was no such thing until they left Formula 1 after
1955) and officially started their dominance of Formula 1.

2014 United States Grand Prix
If you are riding a four race winning streak, what could make it better?
Well, five in a row would do just fine.

Heading to Austin (without Marussia and Caterham, both in financial
difficulties by this stage), Hamilton again triumphed and put Rosberg is
serious difficulties in the WDC battle.
Starting with a Mercedes 1-2 yet again (Rosberg on pole, Bottas in 3rd
place almost 1 second back), there was little anyone could do to stem the
Mercedes tide.
Hamilton slotted behind Rosberg at the start as the field climbed the hill
to Turn 1, the Mercedes clearing the field as the first lap developed. Perez
tried to get by Sutil, but his clumsy attempt left the Sauber terminally
damaged, while Perez brought his wrecked Force India to the pits, the
Safety Car coming out to allow the marshals to clean up the mess.
After 4 laps behind the Safety Car, the restart saw the Mercedes hold
station and sprint away from the field. There was no split strategy in Austin,
so Hamilton had to get by Rosberg on track.
He crept ever closer to his teammate, but there was a question of how
much risk Hamilton was willing to take, as a DNF would be dangerous.
Once he got in DRS range, Hamilton made a move to the inside at the
end of the back straight as Rosberg missed his ERS setting, costing him
crucial performance. From there, Rosberg had no answer to Hamilton, and
the championship leader held on until the end, getting the chequered flag
with 4 seconds to spare, clinching his 10th win of the season and opening a
24 point lead to Rosberg, with 2 races to go.
In the process, Hamilton tied Alonso for 32 wins and also became the
winningest British driver in history, breaking the tie with Nigel Mansell.

2014 Abu Dhabi Grand Prix
After a Rosberg win in Interlagos with Hamilton finishing 2nd, the title
fight would go down to the last race of the season. For 2014 (and thankfully
never again), the last race would be worth double points (many Abu Double
jokes were made), which meant Rosberg, 17 points adrift, had a good
chance of winning the title, if Hamilton faltered.
SPOILER ALERT: Hamilton did not falter.
Rosberg did start from pole position, but a poor get away saw Hamilton
take the lead and make Rosberg's WDC challenge even harder. Rosberg
kept Hamilton in his sights, but he needed Hamilton to finish 3rd and win
the race and there was no indication that anyone had the pace to challenge
either Mercedes.

Once Rosberg flatspotted his tyres, it seemed to allow Hamilton to get
away, but it became clear that the #6 car had a problem. His ERS failed and
Massa's Williams started to gain on him fast and once the Brazilian got
close to the now clearly in trouble Mercedes, Rosberg had nothing to
defend with, his second place easy prey.
Hamilton came out of the pits behind Rosberg, but the #6 Mercedes was
no match once they were both on back straight, Hamilton sailing by
unopposed.
Massa led for 11 laps, then pitted for supersofts, in a bid to beat
Hamilton to the win, while Rosberg's car let him down and he tumbled
down the order.
But the Williams was no match for the Mercedes and Hamilton won his
33rd race and claimed his 2nd WDC title, carrying the Union Jack around
Yas Marina in his victory lap, the emotion of finally getting his second
championship clear over the radio.
Rosberg was determined to finish the race and carried his debilitated car
to the end, in a nice display of sportsmanship, ultimately finishing P14, but
the desert night belonged to Hamilton, the first Mercedes driver's champion
since Juan Manuel Fangio.
We did not know at the time, but Lewis Hamilton celebrating a world
championship would become a regular Formula 1 feature in the coming
years.

2015
Team: Mercedes AMG Petronas F1 Team
Car: W06 Hybrid
10 wins
The number of power units a driver could use over the season was reduced
from five to four, with development also curtailed for the 2015, while the
minimum weight of the cars was increased by 10 kg, addressing concerns
about the drivers’ health. A 10-second penalty was also introduced, while
Jules Bianchi’s accident led to the introduction of the Virtual Safety Car
after the trial period of 2014.
There was a less popular rule change, and the drivers would no longer
be allowed to change their helmet design during the season (thankfully
since reversed), while the change in Safety Car procedure regarding the
lapped cars (they would no longer be required to join the leader’s queue)
was a welcome change for reducing the number of laps lost during a race.
The W06 would build on the job of its predecessor, and Hamilton would
continue the run of wins he started in the last race of 2014.

2015 Australian Grand Prix
Melbourne had not been one of the kindest tracks to Hamilton so far in his
career, win only 1 win (2008) in 8 previous starts, but starting 2015 with a
win was just what the doctor ordered. Mercedes obviously looked set to
continue running in the front and the team led all three practice sessions and
locked out the front row, Hamilton pipping Rosberg by more than half a
second.
Three cars failed to make the grid, Bottas was ruled out after a crash,
and as the first lap ended, the field was already down to 13 cars.
Obviously, this did not trouble the Mercedes pair, as they started 2015
leading the field into Turn 1. Räikkönen, Felipe Nasr and Maldonado
clashed, the Lotus driver coming off the worst, while Grosjean retired due
to a mechanical failure. Magnussen, drafted back into the McLaren seat to
substitute for the injured Alonso, did not start.

Local favourite Ricciardo got on with his race after qualifying 5th and
dropping to 7th at the start, while new Ferrari Team Principal Maurizio
Arrivabene had work from the off, as Räikkönen's troubled pitstop saw him
emerge from the pits in P11, before his second pitstop saw the Ferrari
released with the left rear tyre not properly attached, meaning the Finn's
race was over. The other Ferrari was doing much better, and Vettel would
eventually finish in 3rd place in his first race with the Scuderia.
None of that mattered to Hamilton. He lost the lead to Rosberg for a
couple of laps after pitting but would emerge victorious by less than 2
seconds to score the first win of the season, starting the year with a 7-point
lead.

2015 Chinese Grand Prix
The second race of the season saw Ferrari's Vettel win at Malaysia
("Grazie" by Vettel being heard for the first time), so Hamilton arrived in
Shanghai holding a 3 point lead over the 4-time champion in the WDC
battle.
Hamilton, not interested in Ferrari's fortunes, started from pole (beating
Rosberg by 0.042 only), lost the lead for 3 laps total (2 for Rosberg, once
for Räikkönen) and came out of China with a 13 point lead over Vettel
(Rosberg a further 4 points back).
The Mercedes led from the line, Hamilton so comfortable ahead that he
did not feel the need to push very hard, dropping Rosberg into Vettel's
sights. Rosberg was on the radio, asking his teammate to hurry up, as the
Ferrari grew in his mirrors.
Button and Maldonado crashed into Turn 1, the Lotus eventually
retiring, but that was not a safety issue, but once Verstappen's excellent race
came to an end in the start/finish straight with 4 laps to go, the Safety Car
came out and the race would not restart.
In the post-race conference, tensions were bubbling under the surface in
the Mercedes camp, as the Mercedes drivers traded barbs regarding
Hamilton's slow pace (and him saying that he was not worried about
Rosberg's race, only his own).
After a few months, this would be the good old days.

2015 Bahrain Grand Prix

Winning 2 of the 3 first races helped Hamilton arrive at Bahrain with a
good lead but winning the 4th race would be a massive boost to his third
title chances.
McLaren's nightmare continued, as Jenson Button did not even start the
race due to electrical issues, but over at Mercedes things were just peachy.
At least on one side of the garage.
Rosberg was still fuming over Hamilton's comments following the
Chinese GP and his mood did not improve once Vettel beat him to 2nd
place on the grid (Hamilton on pole, 0.411 clear of Vettel).
At the start, Hamilton left Rosberg to contend with Vettel, while
Räikkönen took advantage of their squabble and took third away from the
other Mercedes.
While Vettel could not really challenge Hamilton, Rosberg had to scrap
with Räikkönen, losing valuable time in his hunt of Vettel.
Once Rosberg managed to get by on Lap 8, a mistake in the last corner
compromised his race even further, allowing Vettel to jump back ahead of
the Mercedes. Rosberg managed to get by just as Hamilton came out of the
pits in front of them.
They were close, but not enough for a lunge at Hamilton, who kept
plugging away, with Räikkönen in the lead, but still needing one more stop.
Hamilton dispatched the Ferrari (with Hülkenberg coming out of the pits in
front of them for a hairy Turn 1).
With 2 laps to go, and Hamilton comfortably in the lead, Räikkönen's
Ferrari was closing in on Rosberg. Both Mercedes had brake by wire
failures, but Rosberg's going into Turn 1 with the Ferrari behind cost him
second place, while Hamilton’s was meaningless. Exiting the final corner to
come to the chequered flag, Ricciardo's engine blew up, the Australian
finishing his race with a magnificent trail of smoke behind his Red Bull.
Hamilton now led 93-66 to Rosberg, with Vettel 1 point behind and
Mercedes again enjoying a comfortable lead in the WCC (159-107 to
Ferrari).

2015 Canada Grand Prix
When Hamilton has trouble, the approach of the Canadian Grand Prix is
always a boon to his chances. The 2015 would not be different. After P2 in
Spain to Rosberg and P3 at Monaco to Rosberg and Vettel (a race Hamilton
had in the bag), his lead in the WDC had dwindled to 10 points.

But the Circuit Gilles Villeneuve, site of Hamilton's first career win, has
always been a safe space for Hamilton, who promptly set pole position (by
0.309 to Rosberg, Räikkönen a further 0.3 behind), and then storming the
field for a commanding win in front of a packed crowd.
How commanding? Rosberg kept Hamilton honest and took the lead
when Hamilton pitted, but #44 led for 70 of the GP's 71 laps and won
without being truly challenged by Rosberg, the final margin 2.2 seconds.
Pushing the lead in the WDC to 17 points, and as both Ferraris faltered
(Vettel with a problem in qualifying while Räikkönen's engine failure
caught him out at the hairpin exit, leading to a spin), Mercedes now had
more than 100 points over Ferrari in the WCC, 2015 looking to be a repeat
of 2014 in both title fights.

2015 British Grand Prix
After a P2 to Rosberg at Austria, the season reached the British GP. Always
determined to put on a show to the home crowd, Hamilton beat Rosberg in
qualifying by 0.113 (Massa a distant third, 0.837 behind Hamilton) and
Silverstone did its best to help, greeting the crowd with a brilliant summer
day for Sunday.
The Mercedes duo had terrible starts, allowing both Williams to get by,
with Massa taking the lead (he would hold P1 until Lap 18). Behind them,
carbon fibre was flying everywhere as Ricciardo hit Grosjean, who hit
Maldonado, while the McLarens collided as Alonso tried to avoid the chaos
ahead and wrecked Button's car.
With Nasr not even starting with a gearbox issue on the way to the grid,
and Button, Grosjean and Maldonado instant retirements, the Safety Car
came out to a field already missing 20% of its cars.
At the restart, Hamilton attacked Massa and went off track, losing
second place to Bottas and letting Rosberg get close to him. Verstappen lost
the car and retired at the restart, while Williams had trouble keeping their
drivers happy, as Bottas wanted to pass, believing he had more pace, the
squabbling between the teammates allowing Hamilton to easily creep back
to the Williamses, bringing Rosberg with him.
Hamilton pitted first, with Massa and Rosberg pitting in the next lap.
Hamilton's outlap was enough to jump Massa, who had Rosberg next to him
down pitlane, and once all the stops were done, Hamilton was in the lead.

Half the circuit had rain falling, and both Williams cars were struggling
in the damp conditions, Rosberg getting by both of them easily, while
Hamilton increased his advantage.
With less than 10 laps to go, Hamilton asked for intermediate tyres,
even as the track was still not very wet. Vettel did the same and one more
lap in the dry tyres meant Rosberg lost almost 10 seconds to Hamilton,
while Vettel jumped both Williamses.
The clouds cleared for the chequered flag, with Hamilton claiming
another British GP win with a fabulous strategy call from the cockpit, while
the other on-track strategist in the Ferrari claimed third place, in a day when
the team looked to have nothing against Williams.
Hamilton would fly away from the British Isles with a 17-point lead to
Rosberg, while Mercedes had 160 to Ferrari.

2015 Belgian Grand Prix
Hungary was not kind to Mercedes (again, both cars had terrible starts), but
as the paddock headed to Spa after the summer break, Hamilton wasted no
time establishing his authority in the Ardennes, setting pole position by
almost half a second to Rosberg.
New rules were set to come into effect for the Belgian GP, with start
procedures now fully on the drivers, especially regarding the clutch bite
point settings. How it would play out remained to be seen.
Seeing as we are going through one of the greatest careers in Formula 1
history, it is not hard to guess how Hamilton dealt with the change, is it not?
Two formation laps were needed, as Hülkenberg stalled on the grid, but
even without Bono helping him set the clutch bite point, Hamilton still
managed just fine, keeping the lead while Rosberg dropped to 4th behind
Perez, Ricciardo, Bottas, and Vettel, getting past Vettel and Bottas before
the end of the first lap.
But the damage had been done and Hamilton's path to victory was clear.
Bottas' pitstop was a mess, the team changing their mind in regard to
tyre compound as the car came into the pits, and eventually he exited the
pits with a medium right rear tyre and three softs, resulting in a drive
through penalty and wrecking his race.
As Ricciardo's car decided it had enough and switched off, the Safety
Car came out briefly, and while most of the field pitted, Vettel stayed out. It

would have consequences at the end, as a spectacular failure on the
Kemmel Straight undid all the good work the team had done to get to P3.
That promoted Grosjean to P3 in the Lotus, his first podium since the
2013 United States GP, back in the good days of having a Lotus was
fighting at the front, a superb drive by the oft maligned driver, and
happening on the track of his most famous mistake three years prior. He had
started P9 due to a grid penalty for a new gearbox and made steady progress
to get to the back of Vettel, benefiting from the Ferrari's misfortune.
This was also the race where Verstappen overtook Nasr on the outside at
Blanchimont, which reinforced the notion that the young Toro Rosso driver
was not your regular rookie.
In the WDC battle, Rosberg's deficit was now 28 points, while Vettel's
DNF meant he dropped to almost 40 behind Rosberg, effectively ending his
already feeble title challenge, while Mercedes' WCC title was almost
guaranteed, with a lead of almost 200 points to Ferrari.

2015 Italian Grand Prix
And what better way to make a real push for a third WDC title than to win
the Italian GP while his main rival did not score any points?
Heading into Monza, it was clear that one of the Mercedes drivers
would win the WDC, barring some monumental problem for the team.
But if we have learned anything so far, is that Mercedes does not have
catastrophic failures and the Italian GP would be another example.
Hamilton would start from pole, with Ferrari's upgraded engine pushing
their cars to 2nd and 3rd (Rosberg could only manage P4).
At the start, Räikkönen had a dreadful get away and dropped to last,
while Rosberg also could not get off cleanly and came out of the first
chicane in 6th place. Vettel gave chase to Hamilton, but upgraded engine or
not, the Mercedes was imperious.
Bono asked Hamilton to push as much as he could, which sounded
strange, but after the race the team said they were afraid that their tyre
pressures would be below the minimums and they could get a penalty, so
they wanted to build a gap in case that happened. Ultimately, it did not
matter, as no penalty was assessed, but those radio messages were very
amusing.
Hamilton led every lap (Vettel was P2 for every lap), won by over 20
seconds, lapped everyone from P7 on down, set the fastest lap with almost

0.4 to the next best one by his teammate, and walked out with a 53 point
lead once Rosberg's engine turned itself into a ball of flames on Lap 50 (he
was P3 with 3 more laps to go).
Doing so at the Temple of Speed overflowing with the tifosi, on a
beautiful sunny day; it was as close to a perfect weekend as Hamilton could
have wished for.

2015 Japanese Grand Prix
A rather sombre mood welcomed Formula 1 on its return to Suzuka, one
year after Jules Bianchi's fatal accident.
Rosberg beat Hamilton by 0.076 on the first attempt in Q3, but Daniil
Kvyat's incredible accident going into the hairpin meant no one could
improve on their first runs, so Rosberg kept pole.
Once the lights went out on Sunday, Hamilton got a great start and was
side by side with Rosberg going into Turn 1, pushing his teammate out in
Turn 2, which dropped Rosberg to P4 behind Vettel and Bottas.
Unleashed by Rosberg's troubles, Hamilton would not be troubled again,
leading every lap, and setting the fastest lap by more than a second to
Rosberg (almost 2 seconds to third best Vettel).
This was the instant classic "GP2 engine" race for McHonda and
Alonso, the annoyed Spaniard coming home in 11th place while Button
finished P16, in a lousy home race for the Japanese power unit supplier.
Rosberg would eventually get past Bottas and Vettel, finishing P2, but
he was now 48 points behind Hamilton, and was in more danger of losing
2nd in the WDC battle to Vettel (now only 11 points adrift) than troubling
Hamilton for 1st place. Even if it was not a done deal mathematically, the
3rd title seemed to be a matter of when, not if.
This was Mercedes' 40th win but, more importantly Hamilton's 41st,
meaning he had matched his childhood idol Ayrton Senna's total, leaving
only Prost and Schumacher ahead of him.

2015 Russian Grand Prix
Mercedes had dominated the Russian GP in 2014 and 2015 would be no
different.

Rosberg and Hamilton were almost a second ahead of Bottas in 3rd
place in qualifying, Rosberg beating Hamilton by 0.320. But with the run to
Turn 1 being so long, the talk about starting on pole being a problem was
happening again (even if nothing ever materializes from it).
Thankfully, the “marshals as cars” pre-race show was not repeated and
as the lights went out, both Mercedes got away cleanly, keeping Bottas
behind, and Rosberg kept first place (the revered tow towards Turn 2 again
not changing the lead of the race), while the Safety Car was deployed right
away for Turn 2 shenanigans between Verstappen, Hülkenberg, and Marcus
Ericsson, the last two out on the spot, while Verstappen crawled back to the
pits on three wheels (he would eventually recover to 10th).
After 3 laps, the race was back on and Rosberg had a great start and kept
Hamilton in check, but could not open a gap. His throttle pedal started
sticking and that eventually lead to a mistake into Turn 2, the team opting to
retire the car, as the issues could not be solved.
Once Rosberg was out of the picture, Hamilton's win seemed certain,
but the field would bunch up again as Grosjean's heavy crash on Lap 12
going around the long left-hander around the plaza brought out the Safety
Car, neutralizing the race for 5 laps.
At the restart, Bottas tried to trouble Hamilton, but had nothing against
the Mercedes, eventually losing out to Vettel before being punting by
Räikkönen as they tried to pass Perez (who would lose the position to both
but would inherit the podium nonetheless) and retiring with one lap to go
while running in third (The Ferrari would receive a 30-second penalty for
the collision).
At the front, nothing could stop Hamilton, and he cruised to a
comfortable win with Vettel 6 seconds behind. Vettel overtook Rosberg in
the WDC and Hamilton would need nine more points than the Ferrari driver
at Austin to clinch his 3rd WDC title, while Mercedes again won the
Constructors’ title.

2015 United States Grand Prix
Austin welcomed Formula 1 back with dark clouds and wet tarmac as
tropical storm Patricia battered Texas.
Qualifying was moved to Sunday morning, but the conditions were still
awful. Rosberg set the best time in Q2 while Hamilton spun trying to beat

him and as the rain worsened, Q3 was cancelled and Rosberg awarded pole
position.
With Vettel starting P13 due to grid penalties, it looked as if the 3rd title
would be a formality and Hamilton made sure to give himself the best
chance possible by giving no quarter to his teammate into Turn 1, diving
inside and bumping Rosberg out of the way, the other Mercedes dropping to
4th behind both Red Bulls, while Vettel was already up to 7th place.
Rosberg quickly dispatched Ricciardo and then Kvyat, while Vettel was
now in 6th place, but while Hamilton held the lead comfortably, his
intermediate tyres were starting to lose grip on the drying track and
Ricciardo took advantage of a twitch by the Mercedes to take the lead.
Hamilton then switched to slick tyres, Ricciardo doing the same the
following lap, with Kvyat right behind. Just as Rosberg and Kvyat came out
of the pits, Hamilton missed his braking point for Turn 1 and went wide.
The track dried out and the pace of the Mercedes became too much for
the Red Bulls and while Rosberg caught and passed Ricciardo in the back
straight, Hamilton got past Kvyat and set off after Ricciardo, getting by 4
laps later.
As Ericsson's car died, the Safety Car came out and Rosberg held
Hamilton back at the restart, as they pulled away from the Red Bulls, while
behind them the race was a flurry of overtakes, lock-ups, and collisions.
Rosberg pitted and set off after Hamilton, while Kvyat's crash brought
the Safety Car back out, allowing Hamilton to pit for fresh tyres. On Lap
48, Rosberg made a mistake and handed the advantage to Hamilton, who
then charged away from his teammate, who held Vettel behind him to the
line, meaning Hamilton scored 25 points to Vettel's 15 and was crowned
Drivers' Champion for the third time, again matching Senna, and becoming
the first British driver to win back to back titles.
Rosberg would win the last 3 races, but Hamilton clearly did not care,
content to finish all of them in second place after securing another title.
The following season would prove a bigger challenge.

2016
Team: Mercedes AMG Petronas F1 Team
Car: W07 Hybrid
10 wins
Nico Rosberg started 2016 as a man possessed. He won the first four races
(Hamilton coming 2nd in two of them, 3rd in another, and 7th in China) and
had a healthy lead heading into the Spanish Grand Prix.
We all know how that turned out. Max Verstappen's 1st race for Red
Bull was a win, Ferrari completed the podium and Rosberg had a 43-point
lead to Hamilton (who was third in the WDC behind Räikkönen) as the
paddock arrived in Monaco.

2016 Monaco Grand Prix
Daniel Ricciardo spoiled the party by snatching pole from the Mercedes
duo (Rosberg would start next to him), but the fun-loving Aussie would not
manage to convert that into a win, as Hamilton scored his 44th career win.
It was not a straightforward affair, as Monaco presents so many
challenges to car and driver.
The wet conditions at the start meant a Safety Car start, and for 7 laps
the field crawled around Monaco before being unleashed. Jolyon Palmer
lost control of his car and slammed into the barriers, bringing the Safety Car
out again. Räikkönen made a mess of his braking point at the hairpin and
clattered into the wall, knocking his front wing out and creating a knock-on
effect that would cause Massa and Grosjean to also suffer, the Haas worse
for wear. The Ferrari would not make it to the pits and be forced to retire.
Rosberg could not get to grips with the conditions and, on Lap 15, let
Hamilton by after a request from the pitwall. Hamilton stayed out on wet
tyres after Ricciardo pitted, eventually going from full wets to supersofts,
the team telling him to push as much as possible.
Red Bull helped that push work. Ricciardo pitted and the team did not
have tyres ready for the car, as they changed strategy as the leader was
coming in. The pitstop would eventually take 14 seconds and allow
Hamilton to sweep past Ricciardo as the Red Bull came out of the pits.

Track position is paramount in Monaco and Ricciardo could not find a
way past Hamilton, the Briton winning his second race in the Principality
after a dreadful race the year before, and finally reducing the gap to
Rosberg, who finished in 6th place, losing a position to Hülkenberg at the
line. As the Formula 1 circus travelled to Canada, Rosberg had 106 points
to Hamilton's 82.

2016 Canadian Grand Prix
The Circuit Gilles Villeneuve was the setting for the 7th race of the season.
And Mercedes promptly continued their dominance, with their fourth front
row lock out in qualifying. It would be the first time the Mercedes drivers
would share the front row since the Spanish GP debacle, with Hamilton just
0.062 ahead of Rosberg, with Vettel 0.178 adrift in third place.
The good news? Both Mercedes completed lap one.
The bad news? Vettel jumped both and Hamilton pushed Rosberg out in
Turn 1, dropping him to 7th. He would complete the first lap in 9th place.
Vettel held the lead for 10 laps, having to take avoiding action in Turn 1
that lap due to an unexpected fan showing up in the apex: a seagull landed
on track and was unfazed by the screaming cars going by. A few laps later,
Button's McLaren expired and brought out the VSC, Vettel pitting as he was
on a 2-stop strategy.
Sadly, the VSC was withdrawn almost immediately and Vettel's gamble
did not work, Hamilton taking the lead. The need for a second stop for a
different tyre compound ensured that Hamilton, nursing his mediums,
would have track position over Vettel and with another flawless race, the
win was inevitable.
Meanwhile, Rosberg's charge through the field was hampered when he
had to pit again due to a slow puncture, putting the win completely out of
reach. As he tried to climb up the order past Verstappen, he spun going into
the last chicane, and would eventually manage only 5th, dropping 15 points
to his teammate, who comfortably lead away from Vettel and Bottas and
won the race by 5 seconds to the Ferrari and over 45 to the Williams.
The 15-point swing meant that Hamilton was now only 9 points behind
Rosberg, while Mercedes was again running away with the WCC, already
77 points ahead of Ferrari.

2016 Austrian Grand Prix
After the first visit to Baku (Well Done, Baku!) where Rosberg again
increased his advantage to Hamilton with a win against his teammate's 5th
place finish (a crash in Q3 meaning a P10 start), the season moved to the
Red Bull Ring with the lead in the WDC back to 24, just as it was before
Canada.
And Austria would see yet another downgrade in the relationship
between the Mercedes drivers, providing a moment that would be repeated
on broadcasts countless times, just as it had happened in Spain.
In the Austrian mountains, Mercedes power was sure to rule the day,
even if the kerbs installed to police track limits were a threat to severely
punish anyone that abused them.
Rosberg went over the bumps in practice and his rear suspension did not
survive, throwing the Mercedes into the wall and destroying his gearbox,
earning him a 5-place grid penalty for Sunday. The lack of running also hurt
his preparation, and Hamilton set pole by over half a second, Hülkenberg
setting the third fastest time an astounding 1.363 behind Hamilton, the
Rosberg penalty meaning the Force India driver had his first front row start
in 6 years.
Hamilton easily kept first position at the start, with Rosberg pitting first
as he was trying to work his way through the field. Hamilton's stop was not
clean and once he came out of the pits, Rosberg was through, while Vettel
continued his long stint and lead for 4 laps. That is until a tyre failure in the
start/finish straight ended his race and brought out the Safety Car.
Hamilton was now chasing Rosberg, pitting earlier to drop behind
Verstappen (who would lead 5 laps after Rosberg's stop), but crucially the
championship leader came out still in front, meaning Hamilton would have
to get by on track. Rosberg had supersofts on, while Hamilton was on a
harder compound. Rosberg passed Verstappen with 10 laps to go, while
Hamilton took another 2 laps to snatch second place.
The longer lasting tyre meant Hamilton would catch Rosberg before the
end. And that would mean another close quarter battle between the
Mercedes.
The degrading supersofts allowed Hamilton to close in and as Rosberg
took too much inside kerb into Turn 1, he had a slow exit up the hill, giving
Hamilton the chance to attack. As they climbed towards Turn 3, Rosberg
delayed his turn in and the pair collided, Hamilton managing to hold on for

the win with a damaged car, while Rosberg’s front wing collapsed under his
car, the Mercedes dropping to finish 4th.
With that clumsy manoeuvre, Rosberg saw his lead slashed to only 11
points, while Mercedes was now more than 100 ahead of Ferrari. While the
Constructors' seemed spoken for, the Drivers' was shaping up to be a fierce
battle to the end.

2016 British Grand Prix
Heading home, Hamilton had momentum on his side, as Rosberg's great run
to start the year had faded into memory and the pair was now locked in a
fierce battle for the title.
Drawing first blood, Hamilton set pole with over 0.3 to Rosberg
(Verstappen was third more than 1 second behind) and would start the race
from the front for the 55th time in Formula 1, the first driver to ever score 4
pole positions at Silverstone.
Twenty minutes before the race was set to start, a torrential downpour
soaked Silverstone and race direction decided to start behind the Safety Car,
as there was standing water in various points of the track.
Five laps behind the Safety Car and the field was finally unleashed. The
track was still very wet, but many drivers jumped into the pits to switch to
intermediate tyres. Pascal Wehrlein was one of the drivers on inters and he
was caught out by standing water and beached his Manor, neutralizing the
race for 2 laps under the Virtual Safety Car, with Mercedes double stacking
their cars to take advantage of the field slowing down.
In the changing conditions, Rosberg was falling towards Verstappen
until a mistake at Becketts allowed the Red Bull through. It would not be
the last one. Vettel, Hamilton, Alonso, Verstappen, they all had excursions,
and the order kept being jumbled.
Again under control, Rosberg got around Verstappen into Stowe and
reclaimed second position, which he would not lose until the end, even as
his gearbox started failing. Communicating with the pitwall to sort the
problem (7th gear had to be avoided), Rosberg was judged to have violated
the radio rules and was issued a 10-second penalty, dropping him to 3rd
behind Verstappen.
None of that bothered Hamilton, who matched Nigel Mansell with his
4th British GP win, leading all but one lap.

With the result, Hamilton was now one single point behind Rosberg,
168 to 167, with a visit to one of Hamilton's best tracks, the Hungaroring,
next.

2016 Hungarian Grand Prix
The Hungaroring has always been a happy hunting ground for Hamilton
(his 2013 win there keeping his streak of at least one win in every season
alive) and 2016 would not break the mould.
A funny thing to note in 2020 is that, before the race, Mercedes
announced that Rosberg had signed a contract extension and would remain
with the team until the end of 2018. Yeah, about that...
On track, Rosberg managed to pip Hamilton for pole position, the only
driver to dip into the 1:19's in qualifying, in a session wrecked by drivers
crashing in wet conditions. By the time Q3 got underway, the sun was
shining, but the track was still damp in places. Alonso spun and brought out
the yellow flags, which caused Hamilton to abandon his last attempt after
setting provisional pole earlier.
Rosberg, having started his lap later, passed the yellow flags and
appeared to lift, but he did set the fastest middle sector of the session,
causing a lengthy debate regarding his adherence to the yellow flag rules.
Ultimately, he would keep his pole position and would start from the front
on Sunday.
It would not be worth the trouble. After a decent initial get away,
Rosberg seemed to bog down in the second phase, and Hamilton was by his
side going into Turn 1. Worse still, Ricciardo, starting behind Rosberg, used
the slipstream to great effect and came around the outside to take second
place, Hamilton holding the inside line into the first corner and emerging in
front.
Rosberg managed to get pass Ricciardo in Turn 3, but he was now stuck
behind Hamilton in a track where overtaking is extremely difficult.
As the race developed, Hamilton was asked by the team to speed up, as
he was pushing Rosberg into the chasing pack (a theme we would revisit
before the season was over), but as it was, the Mercedes ran together for the
entire race, with Rosberg unable to find a way past, leading a few of laps
after Hamilton pitted, his teammate leading 66 out of 70 laps for the day.
The race would finish like that, with Ricciardo completing the podium,
and for the first time in 2016 Hamilton was now leading the WDC, 6 points

ahead of Rosberg.

2016 German Grand Prix
As the season moved to Hockenheim, Mercedes again locked out the front
row, Rosberg snatching pole with a great lap, 0.107 ahead of Hamilton, as
the Red Bulls and Ferraris did the same to the 2nd and 3rd rows.
At the start, Rosberg again had a poor start, dropping to 4th before Turn
1. In an attempt to salvage good points, Mercedes switched the German to a
three-stop strategy, with Red Bull matching them with Verstappen, as the
young Dutch was struggling with rear grip.
Rosberg eventually got past the Red Bull, but his move into the hairpin
got him a 5-second penalty, which a confusion in the pits saw the
mechanics allow 8 seconds to pass before changing his tyres, which meant
Rosberg was out of contention for a podium, let alone the race victory.
With the other Mercedes far away from the head of the field, Hamilton
led every lap to score a home win for the team while denying his teammate
a home win. It was a quiet drive around Hockenheim for Hamilton, careful
to not tangle with the backmarkers on his way to a comfortable victory,
Ricciardo finishing the race nearly 7 seconds behind.
With Rosberg scoring only 12 points, Hamilton went into the summer
break leading the championship by 19 points. The return from the summer
break would not be easy, though.

2016 United States Grand Prix
As Formula 1 returned in late August, Hamilton would have to wait until
late October to win again. Rosberg returned from the break in top form,
winning in Belgium, Italy, and Singapore (Hamilton would finish 3rd, 2nd,
and 3rd), before finishing 3rd in Malaysia, a race where Hamilton had his
only mechanical failure of the season (his other DNF happening in Spain).
Rosberg would win in Japan (Hamilton was 3rd), and as Formula 1
headed to Texas to start the last part of the season, Rosberg had a 33 point
lead over Hamilton and Mercedes had already won the Constructors' for the
third straight time.
At the Circuit of the Americas, however, Hamilton would strike back.
He would start from pole and never look back, leading all but 3 of the race's

56 laps en route to a commanding win.
It was a must win race and Hamilton, once again, delivered when it
mattered. He aced the start, keeping first place after Turn 1 and, crucially,
helping Ricciardo overtake Rosberg, the other Mercedes staying in 3rd until
Lap 9.
Ahead, Hamilton kept out of trouble while Verstappen and Räikkönen
battled pitstop problems and Ricciardo tried and failed to catch Rosberg to
retake second place. Ultimately, Hamilton came home to win comfortably,
Rosberg finishing second to head into the last three races of the season
leading the WDC battle by 26 points.
Trailing with only three races to go, Hamilton needed every point he
could score and had to hope that Rosberg ran into trouble.

2016 Mexican Grand Prix
The orders for Hamilton were still the same: win or else.
As he has done so many times in his career, Hamilton delivered under
pressure. He scored another pole position and would suffer no challenges
for his 51st win, tying Alain Prost and now trailing only Michael
Schumacher.
He kept the lead in the long run to Turn 1, defending against Rosberg
and the trailing pack. Hamilton misjudged his braking point quite
dramatically and locked his front brakes, going for a very fast excursion
through the grass, maintaining his lead as Rosberg also took to the grass
after contact with Verstappen.
Gutierrez tangled with Wehrlein, who was then thrown into Ericsson,
the crash bringing out the Safety Car, eliminating Wehrlein and dropping
Ericsson to last.
Hamilton aced the restart and would not be troubled again, winning by
over 8 seconds, with Rosberg coming home 2nd, meaning Rosberg was still
19 points ahead heading to Brazil and would be crowned champion if he
won another race.

2016 Brazilian Grand Prix
The second to last race of the season would see Formula 1 head to
Interlagos, and Hamilton was still under pressure. A Rosberg win would

end the title battle and the Briton started things off on the right foot, scoring
his 60th career pole position to give himself the best possible chance of
taking the WDC fight to Abu Dhabi.
As Sunday dawned, dark clouds hung over São Paulo and as the race
was set to start, the rain was pounding the track. Grosjean, who had
qualified an excellent 7th, crashed on his way to the grid, losing the car
going up towards the start/finish straight and destroying his Haas. The start
was delayed, as race direction hoped the conditions would improve, but as
the race got underway, the Safety Car was in front of the pack, where it
would stay for 7 laps.
Hamilton got a great start and immediately pulled away from Rosberg,
while Verstappen started what would be a transcendent race by overtaking
Vettel for third into the Senna S.
As the conditions improved slightly, many drivers switched to
intermediate tyres, but that proved costly for Ericsson, who spun going up
to the finish line and brought out the Safety Car again.
The Mercedes pair remained on full wets and once racing resumed,
Hamilton again pulled away from Rosberg. Behind them, Räikkönen had a
spectacular spin in the main straight, crashing on the right then on the left as
the field accelerated past, the trailing drivers blinded to the danger by the
spray of the cars ahead. Palmer’s Renault came up to Kvyat’s Toro Rosso
unseen and the Briton was out on the spot, bits of cars all around the track
forcing race direction to red flag the session.
After the clean-up was completed, racing resumed behind the Safety
Car. Again, Hamilton held Rosberg behind, while Verstappen continued his
superlative drive by going around the outside of Rosberg for P2, pressuring
Hamilton before miraculously saving a spin in the same place Grosjean and
Ericsson had crashed and continuing on.
Rosberg also had a moment coming out of the infield, but managed to
catch the car, while Felipe Massa was not so lucky and he slammed into the
wall, ending what should have been his last race at home. Emotional scenes
followed as he walked back to the pits under thunderous applause as the
field trundled behind the Safety Car.
Red Bull brought Verstappen in for another tyre change, dropping him
to 14th with 17 laps to go, while the Mercedes pair still held station at the
front as the race restarted. Hamilton again kept Rosberg at bay while
Verstappen was slicing through the field, putting on a show for the soaked
crowd. He would claim the last podium position with 3 laps to go and
cemented his status as one of the top drivers in Formula 1 in the process.

Hamilton, meanwhile, finally won the Brazilian Grand Prix (in the 44th
running of the race), and was now just 12 points behind Rosberg, with only
one race left.

2016 Abu Dhabi Grand Prix
Twenty races were in the books, one more remained to decide who would
claim the Drivers' Championship, Rosberg holding the upper hand and
needing only a podium finish to guarantee the title win.
The last battle would take place under the lights in the desert, with both
drivers ready to give it their all to claim the crown.
First blood would go to Hamilton, as he comfortably scored another
pole position, 0.3 ahead of Rosberg (who had half a second to Ricciardo
and Räikkönen behind).
All he had to do was win the race and hope Rosberg had a problem that
would allow him to overcome his deficit.
At the start, both Mercedes got away well, while the field behind
tangled. Hülkenberg spun Verstappen, dropping the Red Bull to last.
Hamilton led Rosberg, but the Mercedes were not pulling ahead of the
field. As Hamilton then Rosberg pitted, both lost time waiting for the
Ferraris to go by their pitbox before being released, a harbinger of things to
come.
Hard charging Verstappen had climbed up to the front of the pack and,
as Rosberg came out of the pits, the Red Bull split the two Mercedes, the
team immediately on the radio telling Rosberg to pass Verstappen as soon
as possible. The Ferraris and the other Red Bull were starting to become an
issue behind, so Rosberg finally pushed past Verstappen on Lap 20.
Hamilton, meanwhile, still held the lead untroubled, Rosberg closing in
after dispatching the Red Bull. Eventually, it became clear that Rosberg was
not catching Hamilton so much as Hamilton was backing Rosberg into the
pack in an attempt to win the championship.
Tense moments followed as everyone on the Mercedes pitwall urged
Hamilton to increase his pace, to no avail. The Briton was not interested in
giving up the championship fight that easily, so the team's urgings fell on
deaf ears, while Verstappen and Vettel closed in on Rosberg, Vettel soon
getting past Verstappen and setting his sights on Rosberg's second place.
With just a couple of laps to go, Vettel was right behind Rosberg,
challenging him in every passing opportunity. Even if third place would still

mean a Rosberg title, Verstappen was too close for Rosberg to let Vettel
past. And so it was that the four leading cars crossed the line almost
together, Verstappen in 4th place crossing the line only 1.6 behind
Hamilton.
Ultimately, four straight wins in the last four races were not enough,
Rosberg winning by 5 points, and Hamilton had to accept defeat while
Rosberg celebrated in style.
Hamilton talked about him challenging Rosberg in 2017 to take the title
back, but his teammate's shocking retirement meant that change was
coming to Mercedes.

2017
Team: Mercedes AMG Petronas Motorsport
Car: W08 EQ Power+
9 wins
Following the shocking retirement of Nico Rosberg, the off season driver's
market was a whirlwind of activity and saw Bottas partnering with
Hamilton at Mercedes, bringing Felipe Massa out of retirement to fill the
seat vacated by the Finn.
On top of driver changes, Liberty Media, which had acquired a minority
stake in the sport from CVC Capital Partners in September 2016, completed
the full acquisition of the rights to Formula 1, bringing about the first
management change in the sport in 40 years. Bernie Ecclestone was moved
to Chairman Emeritus of F1 (great title, but meaning he was out of the
management picture), with Chase Carey being installed as CEO, Ross
Brawn taking over as Managing Director, Motorsport, and Sean Bratches as
Managing Director of Commercial Operations.
The opening of Formula 1 under Liberty Media would be swift, with the
sport using social media, greatly improving the relationship with the fans.
On the sporting side, a host of changes to the cars shape took place. Wider
cars, with lower front and rear wings and wider tyres helped the cars corner
at even faster speed, while on the regulatory side, power unit suppliers were
now obligated to supply a team that was left without an available PU (the
Red Bull Rule, which could come into play for 2021, ironically enough).

2017 Chinese Grand Prix
After coming home second to Vettel's Ferrari in Melbourne, Hamilton got
back to his winning ways in the second race of the season.
Starting from pole position on a damp track, almost all cars were on
intermediates and Hamilton sprinted away while Bottas pressured Vettel in
the first sequence of corners.

Behind the leaders, Perez spun new Williams driver Lance Stroll into
the gravel and out of the race, with race direction deploying the Virtual
Safety Car. Many drivers took advantage of the VSC to switch to dry tyres,
as conditions were improving.
Improving but not yet fully dry, as reserve Sauber driver Antonio
Giovinazzi soon discovered. Trying to keep heat in his tyres, he lost control
of the car in the start/finish straight and slammed nose first into the wall,
wrecking his car and bringing out the Safety Car. As the pack was forced to
drive through the pits, Hamilton and Ricciardo, who had not stopped under
the VSC, switched to dry tyres, negating the advantage of the early
stoppers.
Bottas also made a mistake while weaving, dropping to 12th, so once
the field was again racing, Hamilton eased away from the two Red Bulls,
who were holding back the Ferraris, the losers in the pitstop battle. Vettel
made quick work of his teammate and then of Ricciardo (with a nice move
around the outside), and as he closed down Verstappen, the youngster
locked up going into the hairpin and Vettel easily drove past him.
Ahead, Hamilton was untroubled for his 5th win in China and, as a
statement of intent for the rest of the season, Hamilton scored his third
Grand Chelem (pole, lead every lap, fastest lap), and tied Vettel atop the
WDC leaderboard, while Mercedes had 1 more point than Ferrari in the
WCC fight.

2017 Spanish Grand Prix
After a 2nd place finish at Bahrain (again to Vettel) and a 4th in Russia
(teammate Bottas taking the win in Sochi), Hamilton arrived in Spain
trailing Vettel by 13 points, with Bottas a further 10 back of him.
A win would be very welcome, especially after the disaster of the
previous year. Beating Vettel to pole by 0.051, Hamilton got the weekend
off to a good start, but the start on Sunday would prove a bit more
challenging.
Vettel rocketed away from the line and took the lead, while Bottas
pressured Hamilton into Turn 1. Behind them, Turn 2 became a mess, as
multiple cars banged wheels. Bottas pushed Räikkönen into Verstappen, the
Ferrari's front left suspension and the Red Bull's front right wrecked in the
process, while a separate incident saw Massa's front wing come apart and
send sparkles up as he tried to get back to the pits. This was the incident

that brought that super cute kid in Ferrari gear to tears, so at least a good
meme came out of that mess (and the kid got to meet Kimi, so I guess it
evens out).
Vettel was pulling away from Hamilton, but as the first round of pitstops
came about, Vettel chose another set of softs, while Hamilton would do his
last stint on the faster rubber, going with mediums for the middle stint.
Vettel was losing time, stuck behind the yet to stop Bottas, and the overcut
threat from Hamilton loomed large. With a decisive move (including tyres
in the grass), he retook the lead from Bottas into Turn 1.
Another VSC, courtesy of Stoffel Vandoorne not noticing Massa's
Williams next to him as he turned into the first corner, contact punting and
beaching him in the gravel. This gave an opportunity to Mercedes, who
pitted Hamilton under the VSC to minimize the lost time.
Vettel pitted under racing speeds, and as Hamilton had been gaining
steadily, the exit from the pits was going to be tight. The Ferrari held the
inside line into Turn 1, the Mercedes had nowhere to go and Vettel held the
lead, while Bottas' day ended with his PU expiring coming out of Turn 3.
The Ferrari kept the lead, but with the help of DRS, there was nothing
Vettel could do as the Mercedes powered through before Turn 1.
Vettel kept close, but there was nothing he could do, coming home 3.5
seconds behind the Mercedes. Ricciardo rounded out the podium and Perez,
in fourth, was already a lap down.
Vettel's lead in the championship was now 6 points, as both pulled clear
from their respective teammates, the championship battle looking like a
two-dog fight.

2017 Canadian Grand Prix
Following the heartbreak in Monaco, a visit to Montreal was to be the tonic
Hamilton needed to revitalize his championship challenge. In what is
always one of his strongest circuits, Hamilton got to work straight away.
On Saturday, he claimed his 5th pole position of the season (6th in
Canada) and with his 65th pole matched Ayrton Senna's record. After
qualifying, he was presented with an original race-worn Senna helmet, a
gift from the Formula 1 great's family to celebrate Hamilton's achievements
and admiration for the 3-time World Champion.
And Hamilton would also equal another Senna record by scoring his 4th
Grand Chelem, the same tally Senna, Stewart, Mansell, and Vettel have,

leaving only Schumacher, Alberto Ascari, and Jim Clark ahead of him.
Hamilton blitzed the field in Canada, acing the first restart after a Lap 1
incident in the back of the field. At that restart, Verstappen clipped Vettel's
front wing into Turn 1, dropping the season's main challenger to dead last
and clearing a path to an easy win for Hamilton.
Vettel would recover to 4th before the end, reducing the damage in the
WDC battle, but nothing could hinder Hamilton's charge and he won by
almost 20 seconds to his teammate.
His 6th win in Canada brought Hamilton up to 129 points, while Vettel
still held the lead with 141, while Mercedes now had 8 points over Ferrari.

2017 British Grand Prix
Hamilton coming home 5th and 4th in Azerbaijan and Austria meant Vettel
increased his championship lead to 20 points as Formula 1 got ready to visit
Silverstone again.
For his home Grand Prix, a vintage Hamilton performance would be a
welcome change of pace and the local favourite delivered just that.
During the week, Hamilton was subjected to a lot of criticism from the
press, with many journalists questioning his commitment as the 2017 results
failed to match (their) expectations. Hamilton did not let any frustration
show, but it was clear, from the start, that he was going to have push hard to
deliver an emphatic performance in order to respond to his critics doing
what he does best.
Starting with a storming run to pole position in a qualifying session that
started with variable conditions, Hamilton left front row companion
Räikkönen more than half a second behind. And with teammate Bottas
dropping 5 places due to a gearbox change, should the Saturday form hold
for the race, it could be another triumphant home win.
And, oh boy, was it ever.
At the start, Hamilton got off the line well, with Räikkönen challenging
him into the first corner, while Verstappen got past Vettel for 3rd place.
With Verstappen closing in, Räikkönen held the Red Bull a little, allowing
Vettel to harass Verstappen, which in turn led to the leading Ferrari holding
on to 2nd place. It sounds complicated, yes, but the result was Hamilton
clearing away to lead comfortably.
The nice gap he built would disappear however, as the two Toro Rossos
came together at Becketts (Sainz was out on the spot), bringing out the

Safety Car.
Once racing resumed, Hamilton still led, while Verstappen and Vettel
had a nice scrap for 3rd place. Verstappen's moves under braking were the
subject of many radio messages from the Ferrari and the team decided to
change strategy, bringing Vettel in for a pit stop, as Bottas closed in on the
pair.
Red Bull responded in the next lap, but a rare slow stop by the Red Bull
crew saw Vettel undercut Verstappen, with Bottas now having track
position. With Räikkönen pitting before Hamilton, that meant the lead
would not change hands, Hamilton holding on to 1st place after his tyre
change.
Bottas eased past Vettel after a good fight and eventually got past
Räikkönen as well, both Ferraris suffering front left tyre failures in the
closing stages. While the Finn held on for 3rd, Vettel's failure in a highspeed section saw him drop to 7th after holding on to the car during a
dangerous off-track excursion.
Ahead, Hamilton was untroubled and unchallenged and won the British
GP for the 5th time, matching Jim Clark's record, scoring his 4th straight
home win, and tying Schumacher and Ascari with 5 Grand Chelems.
With Vettel's drama leading him to score just 6 points, Hamilton closed
the gap to just 1 point. Hungary and Spa were coming up next and with the
Hungaroring being one of his best tracks and Mercedes being well suited
for Spa, it looked like a promising stretch for Hamilton.

2017 Belgium Grand Prix
The Hungaroring would fail to provide the usual comfort to Hamilton this
season. Ferrari's pace, mirroring Monaco, was too much for the rest, the
scarlet cars locking out the front row (Mercedes started 3-4, but Hamilton
was behind).
At the start, Hamilton lost out to both Red Bulls, while Verstappen got
around Bottas as well, but the Finn did not take kindly to that and pushed
the Red Bull out. As Ricciardo pressured him on the outside of Turn 2,
Verstappen locked his front right and understeered into his teammate, who
retired. Ferrari would not be troubled, finishing 1-2, while Mercedes did
finish 3-4 to salvage the best result they could, but Hamilton came home
behind his teammate, dropping even more points to Vettel in the
championship.

In a good demonstration of why Mercedes is the juggernaut it is, the
team switched Bottas and Hamilton to allow the Briton to attack
Räikkönen, as Bottas could not get past. After pressuring the Ferrari for
almost 30 laps, Hamilton also failed to get past, and gave 3rd place back to
Bottas in the last corner.
Spa would have to be the balm for Hamilton's ills after the summer
break.
The weekend got off to an emotional start, as 18-year-old Mick
Schumacher drove his father's 1994 Benetton around Spa to commemorate
the 25th anniversary of Michael's first win at the track (where he also had
his debut in Formula 1 for Jordan).
And, on another Schumacher related moment, Hamilton edged Vettel for
pole position, matching the 7-time champion's 68 pole positions. Corinna
and the entire Schumacher family asked Ross Brawn to congratulate
Hamilton after the session on their behalf, in another beautiful Formula 1
moment for the weekend.
Bottas and Räikkönen would start behind them, with both Red Bulls on
the third row.
The race would be a Hamilton and Vettel battle, as the two retained their
positions and led the field down towards Eau Rouge for the first time. If the
first go around La Source was surprisingly clean, the same cannot be said
for the run down. Esteban Ocon, Hülkenberg, and Perez were fighting for
position when Ocon was squeezed into the wall by Perez, the Force Indias
banging wheels in a hairy moment that ultimately would have no serious
consequences.
Räikkönen failed to slow down for double waved yellows as the
marshals recovered Verstappen's car and got a 10-second stop-and-go
penalty for his troubles, dropping him out of contention (he would recover
to 4th).
The Force Indias again had contact heading to Eau Rouge while battling
for 7th place later in the race. As Ocon pulled alongside Perez out of La
Source, the Mexican again squeezed his teammate into the wall, but this
time the contact was not wheel to wheel, but front wing (endplate gone) to
tyre (punctured). Ocon would still recover to 9th, Perez would finish 17th
(and last) and the Safety Car had to be deployed to clear the debris from the
track. Team debrief would not be a comfortable experience for the Force
India pair.
Hamilton, with a right rear tyre going bad, pitted for softs, but Vettel
had saved a set of ultrasofts and would now have a compound advantage at

the restart (with 11 laps to go).
Their battle was about to become a shoot-out. Hamilton had a good
restart but went wide at La Source and had to pull Vettel very close to him,
so he let off the throttle just a smidgen, forcing the Ferrari to lose
momentum going uphill, the Mercedes managing to stay ahead by the
tiniest of margins. For the following laps, both drivers gave it their all, a
string of electrifying qualifying laps by both cars until the end seeing
Hamilton take a very welcome win to start the 2nd half of the season.
Heading to Monza, Hamilton was only 7 points behind Vettel and the
battle for the championship was heating up.

2017 Italian Grand Prix
At the Temple of Speed, the home race of Ferrari, Hamilton would surpass
Schumacher's pole position record, snatching his 69th start at the front of
the pack.
Ferrari would not have a great time on Saturday. Wet conditions,
coupled with a resurfaced start/finish straight accumulating water meant
that qualifying was a messy affair and championship leader Vettel qualified
only 8th, his teammate just ahead of him.
Verstappen and Stroll both excelled in the wet conditions and with the
Red Bull having 20 places worth of penalties, that meant Stroll would start
in the front row next to Hamilton, the youngest front row starter ever.
Bright sunshine greeted the drivers on Sunday and Hamilton, with two
young drivers next to him (Ocon was promoted to third due to grid
penalties), took advantage and scampered off in the lead, leaving the ones
behind to squabble into Turn 1.
Räikkönen and Vettel gained places, but the Mercedes would not be
denied. Hamilton had an easy cruise to the line, briefly losing first place to
Bottas after his pit stop, but not having a lot of trouble securing another
win.
This was the race of another one of Alonso's famous radio message
races, this time his "karma" quip at Jolyon Palmer after the Renault retired
following an intense battle with the McLaren.
The Mercedes 1-2 in front of the tifosi was a bitter pill for the Scuderia
to swallow, but Mercedes' pace was simply irresistible. Vettel did manage to
climb up to the podium, with Räikkönen behind Ricciardo in 5th place.

That meant Hamilton was now leading the WDC battle, three points
ahead of Vettel as the Formula 1 circus would now travel to Singapore for
the start of the flyaways.

2017 Singapore Grand Prix
If Monza was a bitter pill for Ferrari, Singapore would somehow make the
season even worse.
Hamilton could only muster 5th on Saturday, Vettel on pole with
Verstappen next to him, Ricciardo and Räikkönen next. The Mercedes were
0.6 and 1.3 behind Vettel, seemingly outclassed in the tight Singapore track.
Crucially, starting away from the front row would prove to be a boon for
Hamilton. Heavy rain fell for the first time on a race Sunday and, as race
start approached, the choice of tyres was crucial. The front six all went for
intermediates and, as the lights went out, Vettel bogged down, while
Verstappen had a lightning get away, with Räikkönen moving even faster on
the slippery surface to challenge into Turn 1. As Vettel moved to cover
Verstappen, the other Ferrari was squeezing the Red Bull from the other
side. It could only end in tears.
Räikkönen lost his rear right suspension and was a passenger as his out
of control Ferrari headed towards the apex of Turn 1. Verstappen had also
suffered heavy damage and lost enough speed to allow the out of control
Ferrari to spear into his side, both cars terminally damaged on the outside of
Turn 1, their mess also collecting Alonso.
Vettel was still leading the race but had serious damage and his car's
fluids caused him to spin coming out of the first sequence of corners,
retirement inevitable. Ferrari's promising race was over in about 20
seconds.
With the Safety Car coming out, Hamilton, from 5th, was now in the
lead, with his closest championship rival set to score no points. A race that
seemed set as an exercise in frustration had suddenly turned into a major
opportunity in the WDC fight.
Hamilton would lead every lap, winning comfortably ahead of
Ricciardo and Bottas. Safety Car restarts presented no trouble, the
Mercedes comfortably ahead for the entire race and cruising to the line and
the fireworks that signalled an unlikely triumph for Hamilton.
With 6 races to go, the championship lead was now 28 points.

2017 Japanese Grand Prix
After increasing his lead with a 2nd place finish at the Malaysian GP (Vettel
finished 4th), Hamilton arrived in Suzuka with a 34 point advantage and
another strong result in Japan could help him face the last four races with a
comfortable cushion in the title fight.
He would be the fastest on Saturday yet again, ahead of Bottas and
Vettel, but as Bottas had to drop 5 places due to a gearbox change, the stage
was set for another head-to-head battle between the championship leaders.
Hamilton got a good start and as Vettel had the two Red Bulls behind
him, the Mercedes shot away into the lead. Carlos Sainz Jr., who would
switch to Renault replacing Palmer in the next race, lost the car in the Esses
and slammed into the barrier, his Toro Rosso days ending on Lap 1.
Verstappen helped Hamilton by diving to the inside of Vettel at the
hairpin and taking second position but as both accelerated towards Spoon, it
became clear that all was not well with the Ferrari, which seemed to be
lacking power.
The other Ferrari tried to pull an outside move on Hülkenberg at Spoon
and the Renault was having none of it, pushing Räikkönen out and dropping
him to P15. The Scuderia's day would not improve much, as Vettel lost
power down the straight and dropped down the order before retiring with a
faulty spark plug on Lap 4.
Ahead, Hamilton was trying to move away from the Red Bull, but as the
marshals had to remove Sainz's car, the VSC neutralized the race for a few
laps. Once racing resumed, Hamilton had a gap to Verstappen, but was
unable to break away, Verstappen pushing him hard towards the end, but
unable to get by, especially after losing time while lapping Alonso.
Red Bull scored a double podium, Vettel scored no points and, with
Hamilton winning, the gap in the WDC was now 59 points, with 100 on
offer until the end.

2017 United States Grand Prix
The 2017 edition of the Austin race would prove to be yet another example
of Hamilton’s dominance at the track, as he scored his fifth win in six visits
to the Circuit of the Americas.
For his final win in 2017, Hamilton again started from pole, Vettel next
to him. The Ferrari had to score as many points as possible, there was no

other way about it.
Brendon Hartley debuted for Toro Rosso, as Sainz moved to Renault (he
would qualify 7th for his new team) and as the field raced uphill, Vettel
managed to squeeze Hamilton out at Turn 1, jumping into the lead.
Everyone behaved and the race rhythm was set: Vettel and Hamilton pulling
away while Bottas battled Ricciardo and Räikkönen (Verstappen started P16
due to grid penalties and was moving up the field).
On Lap 6, a decisive move to the inside down the backstraight saw
Hamilton take the lead from Vettel, as Ricciardo's challenge faded due to a
PU failure.
Ferrari brought in Vettel early, and as Mercedes was concerned with
Bottas being under attack from Räikkönen, they left Hamilton out a bit
further, the championship leader emerging from the pits with his nearest
rival right behind him. Vettel was not close enough for a lunge into Turn 1
and the Mercedes' tyres were soon up to temperature, and the chance was
lost.
Bottas could not hold Räikkönen back, the battle of the Finns going to
the Ferrari driver. Bottas would also lose a place to Vettel, Ferrari then
arranging a change of position for Vettel to score maximum points.
Verstappen's charge saw him close in on Räikkönen for 3rd place, but
his overtake in the last lap was done with all four wheels off the track and
his podium finish was nixed with a 5-second penalty.
At the flag, Hamilton won again, Vettel coming home second, the
Briton's advantage increasing to 66 points, while for the 4th straight year,
Mercedes triumphed in the Constructors' championship.
The Mexican Grand Prix followed and although Hamilton could only
muster a 9th place finish, Vettel's P4 was enough to mathematically end the
championship battle, Hamilton now a 4-time World Champion.
A 4th place in Brazil followed by 2nd at Abu Dhabi were academic for
Hamilton, who had now matched Alain Prost and Vettel’s 4 titles, only
Fangio's hallowed 5 and Schumacher's 7 standing in his way.

2018
Team: Mercedes-AMG Petronas F1 Team
Car: W09 EQ Power+
11 wins
For 2018, all power unit suppliers were now obligated to provide equal
engines to all their teams, after the Mercedes works team was found to have
engine modes not available to their customers, while the allocation of
power unit components was further reduced, putting an even bigger
premium on durability and reliability. Shark fins were banned, as was the
oil burning as fuel trick that many teams were employing.
More controversial than any of these, the halo was introduced to
improve driver protection. It was not a seamless implementation, as
criticism to it came from many different directions. Ultimately, the halo
arrived to stay and no matter how much complaining was done, the FIA
would not budge, keeping it in place to this day. Following many crashes in
the intervening years where the halo clearly played a part in protecting
drivers, the controversy has thankfully now mostly subsided.
Pirelli expanded the tyre compound line-up even further, introducing the
hypersoft pink-walled tyre and the superhard (which would turn out to be
useless), with the rules regarding compound availability relaxed, so that
Pirelli could bring non-linear tyre line-ups to race (for example, hypersoft,
supersoft, medium), when before this season the tyres had to be three
consecutive compounds.
With both Vettel and Hamilton holding 4 titles, this could be the year
one of them matched Juan Manuel Fangio’s total. In 2017, Mercedes was
finally challenged in the hybrid era, so everyone was eager to find out if
2018 would be the year when the Silver Arrows would be unseated from the
throne. Mercedes, Red Bull, and Ferrari kept the same line-ups, so the 2018
fight would feature the same protagonists.
Hamilton would not win until the 4th race of the season, finishing 2nd
in Australia (to Vettel, after a glitch in the team’s software made them think
they had a bigger margin than they actually had for Hamilton’s pitstop
under VSC), 3rd in Bahrain (to Vettel and Bottas, who had a beautiful battle

to the flag), and 4th in China (to Ricciardo, Bottas, and Räikkönen, the race
where Verstappen speared Vettel at the hairpin).
As Formula 1 headed to Baku, Vettel had a 9-point lead over Hamilton,
Bottas only 5 points behind his teammate. It was time to start the
championship charge.

2018 Azerbaijan Grand Prix
At Baku, Hamilton started next to Vettel in the front row, the Mercedes less
than 0.2 off the pole sitter’s time. The front-runners got away clean, Vettel
holding on to the lead, but in the back things were less orderly. Räikkönen
punted Ocon out of the race and would need a new nose, with the Force
India wrecked in the barriers. The Safety Car came out and the race was
neutralized for 5 laps.
At the restart, Vettel held first place, Hamilton giving chase but unable
to find a way past, while Bottas held 3rd and kept the rest of the field away
from the leading pair.
The Red Bulls were having a mighty scrap over 4th place, Ricciardo
getting by Verstappen with a bold and decisive move into Turn 1. After they
both pitted, Verstappen came out ahead and Ricciardo wasted no time
getting close to his teammate’s gearbox again. Maybe too close this time.
Going into Turn 1, Ricciardo tried the same inside move, Verstappen
covered and by the time Ricciardo tried to brake, his car had lost a lot of
downforce and he locked his front brakes, slamming into the back of his
teammate’s car and eliminating both from the race. A disastrous day for the
team. The Safety Car was brought out again, Bottas leading Vettel, who was
ahead of Hamilton.
During this Safety Car period, Romain Grosjean crashed by himself and
there was the famous “Ericsson hit us” radio message. But, crucially, this
meant that the Safety Car was out for 8 laps, leaving only 4 racing laps to
the end.
At the restart, Vettel locked up into Turn 1 and lost 2nd position to
Hamilton (and 3rd to Perez), Bottas withstanding the initial attack to hold
the lead. Heartbreak was in store for the Finn, though, as his tyres failed in
the next lap after running over some debris, handing the lead to Hamilton,
who would lead for just 3 laps and win the race, Räikkönen in 2nd, and
Perez notching another podium finish for Force India.

An absolutely undeserved finish for Bottas, but coupled with Vettel’s
error, it meant that Hamilton now lead the championship, 4 points ahead of
Vettel, and 22 ahead of Räikkönen, Bottas now a distant 4th in the
standings, 8 points behind the second Ferrari.

2018 Spanish Grand Prix
Next up, the teams returned to Barcelona for the Spanish Grand Prix, the
Mercedes pair locking out the front row, Bottas just 0.040 behind Hamilton,
with Vettel in 3rd place 0.132 down. The stage was set for another epic
battle between Vettel and Hamilton.
At the start, Hamilton got to Turn 1 first, but Vettel went around the
outside of Bottas to take P2, while further back Grosjean was following his
teammate too closely in Turn 3, lost aerodynamic pressure and spun. As he
tried to control the car, a cloud of tyre smoke rose and Hülkenberg’s
Renault and Gasly’s Toro Rosso could not avoid the obscured Haas, both
hitting Grosjean, all three out of the race. The extensive recovery work
meant that the Safety Car came out, the race neutered for 6 laps.
Hamilton timed the restart perfectly and sprinted down the straight with
a decent gap to Vettel, the Ferrari too far back for a dive into Turn 1. As the
first full racing laps were done, it looked as if the Ferrari did not have the
pace to keep up with the Mercedes, Hamilton quickly opening a 4-second
advantage to Vettel, who held Bottas just outside DRS range.
Vettel pitted first, fitting the hard compound, while Bottas responded
with mediums, but crucially unable to overcut Vettel, the Mercedes coming
out of the pits while Vettel was getting past Magnussen for 5th place down
the straight. The three cars went into Turn 1 very close to each other, the
Ferrari emerging out of that mess in front of the Haas, Bottas in 7th place.
Hamilton lost the lead temporarily to Verstappen after his pitstop but
was quickly back to the head of the field as a Virtual Safety Car was
deployed on Lap 41. Vettel came in for a stop, but with a 5.6-second
stationary period, Vettel lost track position to Verstappen, emerging from
the pits in 4th place. Mercedes was ultra-efficient as usual and as the race
entered the final stage, Hamilton had almost 20 seconds to Bottas in 2nd
place, a gap that would remain in place until the flag, Hamilton scoring a
record 30 consecutive points finish (last non-scoring race being Malaysia
2016, when his PU failed).

Another dominant weekend saw the WDC lead increase to 17 points,
while in the WCC Ferrari was 27 points in arrears.

2018 French Grand Prix
Following Spain’s high, Hamilton would finish 3rd at Monaco (Vettel
finished 2nd to Ricciardo, who finally got his Monaco victory after the
heartbreak of 2016) and 5th in Canada (Vettel won), arriving at Le Castellet
for the first leg of Formula 1’s first ever triple header trailing Vettel by one
point in the WDC.
With the Paul Ricard track playing to Mercedes’ strengths, Hamilton
and Bottas again locked out the front row, Vettel in 3rd more than 0.3
slower than Hamilton.
Leading every lap but one on his way to another win, coupled with
Vettel finishing P5, the triple header could not have started better for
Hamilton. Vettel and Bottas came together at the start, Gasly and Ocon
came together a bit later in the first lap and the Safety Car was deployed,
erasing the gap Hamilton had already managed to open to Verstappen. It
would not matter, however, as Hamilton kept Verstappen behind at the
restart and sprinted away in the lead.
It would be a straightforward run to the line from there on out.
Verstappen did not have the pace to challenge the Mercedes, Bottas
languished in the midfield, while Vettel recovered to 5th, and the podium
was completed by a charging Räikkönen, who had to work hard to get past
Ricciardo, but ultimately managed to push the Australian down to P4.
Hardly a thriller, it was a good day for Hamilton, who headed to Austria
with a 14-point lead over Vettel, while Bottas lost 3rd to Ricciardo, both a
long way back from the title fight.

2018 German Grand Prix
The two next legs of the triple header were not as kind to Hamilton, who
did not finish in Austria in a rare Mercedes double DNF (Vettel was 3rd)
and came home second in the British GP to Vettel. As Formula 1 arrived in
Hockenheim, Vettel held an 8-point lead in the WDC fight.
Hamilton had mechanical trouble in Q1 and would start down in 14th
place, while Vettel would start from pole. It looked like another tough day

for Mercedes and even as Hamilton was easily slicing through the field,
Vettel held P1 and seemed set to increase his championship lead.
Heavy rain would change the race and, crucially, the championship
battle. One small lapse in concentration at exactly the wrong moment
caused Vettel to slide off track at the Sachskurve, the Ferrari clattering into
the barriers, the race win lost. Hamilton was perfectly poised to take
advantage and as much of the field switched tyres, Hamilton stayed out,
inheriting the lead he would not relinquish. Bottas pushed hard to get past
on fresher tyres, but the Briton’s experience prevailed and win number 66
was in the bag.
It was a brilliant performance by Hamilton at Hockenheim, battling
through adversity from Saturday onwards. Never accepting defeat, his
charge through the field and inspired defence against Bottas towards the
end were proof yet again that the Silver Arrow is nigh unbeatable with
Hamilton behind the wheel.
Hamilton now held a 17-point lead over Vettel in the WDC and was
about to go on a tear, winning 6 of the last 8 races.

2018 Hungarian Grand Prix
After a disappointing 2017 visit to Budapest, Hamilton and Mercedes were
back on top form in 2018. Locking out the front row, with over half a
second to the Ferraris, another impressive performance by Hamilton would
see Vettel’s WDC chances severely reduced, even with a 2nd place finish.
The Red Bulls, which are usually pretty handy around the Hungaroring
and could pose a problem to the Mercedes, got into trouble early. Ricciardo
was involved in a tangle at the start and dropped to 16th, while Verstappen
lost power on Lap 5 and retired. The Ferraris were safely behind Bottas.
The weather was perfect, the Mercedes was handling nicely as usual, and it
all translated into an easy romp to a victory for Hamilton.
Behind Hamilton, Bottas got past Vettel after the Ferrari pitstop took 2
more seconds than usual, but with 5 laps to go and his tyres in terrible
shape, Bottas could not find the grip coming out of Turn 1 and Vettel got
past him on the run to Turn 2. Crucially, Vettel was not fully ahead when he
turned in and Bottas did not pull back, his front wing making contact with
Vettel’s rear, sending the Mercedes wide. Bottas’ damaged car caused him
to also slam into Ricciardo in Turn 1 as the Red Bull tried to overtake,
Bottas later given a 10-second penalty for the collision. The Australian was

not impressed with the move and as the team told Bottas to give Ricciardo
the place back, the Red Bull pushed past coming out of Turn 1 before the
Finn could concede the position, coming home in 4th place behind
Hamilton and the Ferraris.
For Hamilton, all the drama behind was inconsequential, as he won by
17 seconds and now had a 24-point lead in the WDC.

2018 Italian Grand Prix
During the summer break, Force India went into administration, being
saved by Lawrence Stroll, father of Williams driver Lance, the team
renamed Racing Point.
As for the usual summer break silly season, it was a stunner. Ricciardo
surprised the paddock by announcing a move to Renault for 2019,
triggering a host of moves, with Pierre Gasly being promoted to Red Bull,
while Fernando Alonso announced his (temporary) retirement from
Formula 1 at the end of the season, with Carlos Sainz moving from Renault
to McLaren to partner with young British driver Lando Norris. Over at
Ferrari, it was announced that Charles Leclerc would move to Ferrari for
2019, with Räikkönen taking his spot at Sauber.
As is customary, the first race of the 2nd half of the season was the
Belgium Grand Prix. Even though Hamilton started from pole, Vettel
pushed past him down the Kemmel Straight (after Alonso flew over
Leclerc’s head at La Source) and the Ferrari would hold on for the win,
Hamilton finishing in 2nd place. With Vettel reducing his deficit by 7 points,
the championship battle still close, but this would be Vettel last win of the
season and his championship challenge would fizzle under an amazing
Hamilton onslaught.
Next on the calendar was the Temple of Speed and the delighted tifosi
saw Räikkönen and Vettel lock out the front row, Vettel 0.014 ahead of
Hamilton in 3rd, the crowd obviously hopeful for a great result in the race.
Sadly for the tifosi, Sunday would not deliver their desired ending. As
the field sprinted towards the second chicane, Vettel and Hamilton were
side by side and the infamous “They touched Martin, they touched” call
would come as Vettel spun around (dropping to P18) while Hamilton set off
to chase Räikkönen ahead, Verstappen behind him as Bottas lost out to the
Red Bull at the start.

Hamilton got past into Turn 1, but Räikkönen pushed past again, to the
delight of the packed grandstands.
That joy would not last, however, Hamilton decisively getting past
Räikkönen on Lap 45 and holding the position to the end, ultimately
winning by more than 8 seconds, as Bottas managed to squeak into the last
podium position due to a Verstappen penalty (the result of a collision with
Bottas).
The championship lead was now 30 points and if there were any doubts
about who would be crowned champion, Hamilton was about to put those to
rest.

2018 Singapore Grand Prix
As Formula 1 travelled to Singapore, Ferrari and Vettel were under
pressure. Vettel had to start winning races to cut Hamilton's lead. After the
heartbreak of 2017, the team hoped the 2018 car could retain the pace of its
predecessor and allow Vettel to challenge.
Hamilton had a different idea. With a spectacular lap to start Q3, the
Mercedes threw down a gauntlet that only Verstappen could come with 0.3
off. Vettel, Bottas, and Räikkönen all more than 0.6 slower than Hamilton,
and with no one improving on their 2nd attempts, pole position was set,
Verstappen making Vettel's life difficult by pipping him to the other front
row spot.
At the start, it looked as if Vettel would challenge for second place, but
Verstappen pushed the Ferrari out and Vettel wisely pulled back, getting
around the Red Bull heading to Turn 7, just as the Safety Car was called for
Ocon's stricken car (his teammate had pushed him into the wall coming out
of Turn 3).
Vettel pitted first, and as Hamilton followed him in, the lead changed to
Verstappen, then Räikkönen, then Ricciardo. Once all the stops were done,
Verstappen had gained a position on Vettel, the Red Bull crew again
outperforming their Ferrari counterparts to enable Verstappen to come out
side by side with Vettel, but crucially on the inside for Turn 3, while
Hamilton was still ahead.
Verstappen started closing in on Hamilton as the race moved to its final
third and as the gap hovered around 1.5, Hamilton lapped Gasly and came
up to Grosjean and Sergei Sirotkin battling for 14th place. As the Haas and
the Williams diced for position, Hamilton took a cautious approach and

backed off, waiting for a clear path through the pair. Verstappen, however,
had cleared Gasly and was now right on Hamilton's gearbox, the gap gone.
Verstappen had a chance to attack but Hamilton covered that move off
and put Sirotkin between himself and the Red Bull, the challenge fought off
in the nick of time. Hamilton upped the pace a bit after that, opening a
comfortable gap to Verstappen in the following laps and won by 8 seconds,
extending his championship lead to 40 points with 6 races to go.

2018 Russian Grand Prix
Another visit to Sochi, another Mercedes dominant weekend. The Russian
GP is usually a strong race for Valtteri Bottas and 2018 was no different. He
beat Hamilton to pole position by 0.145 (Vettel 3rd, more than half a second
behind the pole sitter), and led off the line, while Hamilton and Vettel
fought for second going to Turn 2. The Ferrari pulled alongside the
Mercedes, but Hamilton managed to hold on to the position as the field got
around the long left-hander.
As Verstappen sliced through the field after starting at the back,
Hamilton was undercut by Vettel during the pitstop phase, the two
championship contenders going wheel to wheel at Turn 2 once the
Mercedes came out of the pits. Hamilton lost out on that occasion, but kept
pushing hard and managed to keep close to Vettel, finally getting by the
Ferrari in the braking zone for Turn 4.
Mercedes then asked Bottas to let Hamilton through (always a
controversial decision, leading to many contrived radio messages during
and after the race), and the Finn complied soon thereafter, Hamilton now
behind Verstappen in the lead.
Once the Red Bull stopped for new tyres, Hamilton took over and
cruised to the line with his teammate behind, Vettel completing the podium.
The lead in the WDC was now 50 points.

2018 Japanese Grand Prix
After Singapore, Formula 1 travelled to Japan for the 30th Japanese Grand
Prix at Suzuka and it was another happy weekend for Mercedes.
Locking out the front row yet again, Hamilton beating Bottas by 0.299,
the prospects for the race were even better as Vettel could only qualify in

9th place, as rain started in the middle of Q2 and the strategy call for Ferrari
was for intermediate tyres, while Mercedes bet on slicks for the first
attempt. It proved to be the correct call, as the track was dry at the start but
then wet as the rain returned and made all 2nd attempts impossible. Another
Ferrari strategy call that cost Vettel dearly.
At the start, the Mercedes got away clean and kept their positions, as
Vettel tried to push as hard as possible from the middle of the pack, getting
past both Toro Rossos before the end of the first sector.
Verstappen ran wide at the last chicane and, as he came back to the
track, Räikkönen was already by his side, the Red Bull then pushing the
Ferrari out, earning Verstappen a 5-second penalty.
As Vettel closed in on Verstappen, he dove to the inside at Spoon and
the cars collided, Vettel's car pointing the wrong way (he would drop to
19th) and Verstappen losing more body parts.
At the front, with Mercedes pitting Bottas first to protect him from a
possible undercut from Red Bull, Hamilton would go on to lead every lap
once more, having a fairly uneventful race all the way to the flag, while
Bottas had Verstappen all over his mirrors.
Ultimately, it would end in another Mercedes 1-2, Bottas almost 13
seconds behind Hamilton, who increased his championship lead, as Vettel
finished in 6th place only. Going to Austin, Hamilton had a chance to clinch
another title in one of his favourite tracks.
He would set pole position, but not win the race, as Kimi Räikkönen's
popular win and Hamilton's 3rd place finish meant Vettel would live to fight
another day in Mexico.
With the Red Bulls locking out the front row in Mexico, Vettel and
Hamilton sharing the 2nd row, the stage was set for a good battle between
the championship contenders, but the Mercedes rocketed off the line to
overtake pole sitter Ricciardo, while Verstappen got to Turn 1 first, Vettel
holding his 4th spot.
The Ferrari would do its part, getting by Ricciardo (who would have his
8th DNF of the season) and Hamilton, but not by Verstappen, who won
another race, Hamilton coming home 4th. With the WDC gap at 66 and
only two races to go, that meant Hamilton was again the champion,
breaking his tie with Vettel and Prost and tying Juan Manuel Fangio's total.
In a departure from previous seasons, Hamilton would not let off the gas
for the last races.

2018 Brazilian Grand Prix
In the second to last race of the season, Hamilton and Vettel again shared
the front row, but Bottas got around Vettel into the Senna S and Hamilton
now had his rear gunner in place, as Verstappen again put on a clinic at
Interlagos, coming through from 5th place to 2nd in 9 laps, dispatching both
Ferraris and Bottas in the process.
He would lead for 21 laps after Hamilton's stop, then get by Hamilton
on track as well, taking the lead of the race and opening a gap to the
Mercedes.
Esteban Ocon, one lap behind but on fresher tyres, decided to overtake
the leader and, in the Senna S, the pair collided, spinning Verstappen and
losing him the race.
Hamilton, trailing Verstappen, inherited the lead and sprinted away for
the win, Mercedes securing another Constructors' Championship in the
process, while Verstappen and Ocon had words (and a push-off) at the
weighing station.
Red Bull drama aside, Mercedes had again conquered Formula 1, this
time sweating a bit more to fend off Ferrari, but ultimately still collecting
two more trophies to display at Brackley.

2018 Abu Dhabi Grand Prix
As Alonso said (temporary) good-bye to Formula 1 and Ricciardo to Red
Bull, Mercedes carried on as usual, locking out the front row and sprinting
away from the pack at the start.
Hülkenberg's flip brought out the Safety Car for a few laps, but
Hamilton had no problem keeping Bottas behind at the restart and then
pitted early and waited for the others to pit so he could retake the lead,
which he would not let go until the end, closing out the season with one
more win, Schumacher's records now truly within reach.
The question for 2019 would be the same: would Ferrari be able to
challenge Mercedes? Or would the Silver Arrows romp to another double
championship?

2019
Team: Mercedes-AMG Petronas Motorsport
Car: W10 EQ Power+
11 wins
As the new season dawned and the Formula 1 circus was gearing up to the
Australian Grand Prix, the sport lost one of its most enduring figures:
Charlie Whiting, race director for more than 2 decades, chief mechanic to
Nelson Piquet's 1981 and 1983 championship winning Brabham cars, and
beloved by the entire paddock, suffered a pulmonary embolism and died,
only 3 days before the first race of the season.
His career in Formula 1 started in 1977 with Hesketh Racing, and he
would stay with the sport until his death, a towering presence that was now
gone. His deputy, Michael Masi, would take over (in a role he retains to this
day), but it would take a while for everyone to get used to the idea of not
having Charlie on that gantry, waiting to unleash the grid.
In regulatory aspects, more aerodynamic changes were implemented,
the fuel allowance was increased and a bonus point for fastest lap was
instituted (for drivers finishing in the Top 10), while Pirelli would now
bring three compounds to each race, always called Hard (white), Medium
(yellow), and Soft (red), choosing from 5 different available compounds,
sadly losing the pink and purple walled tyres.
Would any of it stop Mercedes dominance? Spoiler alert: it would not,
pre-season test results notwithstanding.
But that does not mean we did not get to witness more amazing racing
from the top drivers in the world.
Hamilton started the season on pole (his 8th in Australia), but his
teammate muscled past him and won in commanding fashion in Melbourne,
the first driver to score 26 points in a Formula 1 race, Hamilton in 2nd, with
Verstappen scoring Honda's first podium since the 2008 season.
Ferrari's pre-season pace was nowhere to be found in Australia.

2019 Bahrain Grand Prix

In Bahrain, Ferrari found their missing pace and newcomer Charles Leclerc
got his first pole position, Vettel completing the front row lock out for the
Scuderia.
And for 47 laps it was an all-Ferrari show, with Leclerc and Vettel
leading every lap until a PU problem cruelly robbed the young Monégasque
of his first win. Hamilton, who had been chasing the #16 Ferrari but not
looking as if he had the pace to overtake him, inherited first position from
the dejected youngster, who had driven beautifully up to that point.
Hamilton strolled to the line, with Bottas also passing Leclerc for
another Mercedes 1-2. With Leclerc setting the fastest lap, Hamilton trailed
Bottas by a point in the standings, while Mercedes had already opened an
87-48 lead over Ferrari in the WCC.

2019 Chinese Grand Prix
The Chinese Grand Prix of 2019 marked the 1,000th Formula 1 race and
tributes and remembrances of the greats of the past were celebrated, but
after all the honouring of what came before, it was time to look forward and
go racing for the thousandth time.
Mercedes locked out the front row, Bottas beating Hamilton by 0.023
(and Vettel in 3rd by 0.301), and the pair got away slowly, but they
managed to hold the top two places, Hamilton now in front, as he made
good use of the inside line into Turn 1.
A brief Safety Car period for midfield contact in Turn 1 ensued and
shortly thereafter the race was back on.
As Vettel and Verstappen fought tooth and nail, Mercedes was clear
ahead, double stacking their cars for pitstops and having an easy go of
claiming the win in the milestone Chinese Grand Prix.
When the flag dropped, Hamilton had almost 7 seconds to Bottas and
almost 14 to Vettel, a comfortable 1-2 for Mercedes that saw Hamilton open
8 points to Bottas and Mercedes open 57 to Ferrari.

2019 Spanish Grand Prix
Bottas would win the Azerbaijan Grand Prix with Hamilton 2nd, the pair
separated by a single point, Vettel 34 points behind. It did seem as if 2019

would see a Mercedes internal battle only, and as Spain was next, the
obvious 2016 questions came out again.
After again locking out the front row (Bottas in front by 0.634), there
would be no repeat of 2016, the Mercedes pair getting through the first lap
safely, Hamilton jumping Bottas into Turn 1 and holding on to the lead.
Mercedes were in danger due to tyre degradation, but Lando Norris and
Lance Stroll come together and brought out the Safety Car, giving the team
the opportunity to bring both cars in for new rubber.
The restart was nerve-wracking, but Hamilton again aced it and kept the
lead, streaming away for another Mercedes 1-2, Verstappen emerging
victorious out of the battle for the last podium place.
In yet another seemingly easy race for the team, it was becoming clear
that the W10 would suffer no challenger in 2019. Hamilton re-took the lead
in the championship battle with 112 points, Bottas had 105, and Verstappen
was far behind with only 66. It was early in the season, but it seemed
unwise to believe that anyone but the Mercedes duo had any chance of
winning the title.
It would not, however, be a season without heartbreak for the team.

2019 Monaco Grand Prix
Niki Lauda, another towering presence in Formula 1 since the 1970s,
passed away before the Monaco race, finally succumbing from the damage
done to his lungs in his horrific Nürburgring crash of 1976. His steadying
influence next to Toto Wolff as Non-Executive Chairman was vital for the
transformation of Mercedes into the Leviathan of the hybrid era and his
influence a vital part of signing Lewis Hamilton away from McLaren. The
Mercedes Team Principal and CEO recently talked about that loss in the
Formula 1 official podcast and the influence of the 3-time World Champion
is clear on making Mercedes the all-conquering team it is today.
The three-time world champion had been in ill-health for a while but
losing him was another heavy blow to the F1 paddock and to all the sport’s
fans.
Tributes poured for Lauda as the teams got to Monaco and it was an
emotional return to the track for many, Mercedes driving with red halos in
honour of their fallen friend. The team would pay tribute to Lauda in the
best way they could: securing pole position and winning the race while
dominating the rest of the field.

Hamilton and Bottas lead the field in 1st and 2nd from Saint Devote and
it would not be long before Monaco started claiming victims.
Mercedes put their drivers on a bold tyre strategy, trusting that
Verstappen would not find a way past, but Bottas fell to the Red Bull early
on, leaving Hamilton to contend with the young ace.
They would battle for almost the entire race, the Red Bull harassing the
silver Mercedes to the line, coming to blows at the exit of the Tunnel
(thankfully both carried on), but ultimately the Monaco track's nature
helped Hamilton and Verstappen could not squeeze by the Mercedes, and he
had to content himself with coming home behind Hamilton, 2 seconds
behind at the line.
Sadly, Red Bull had released Verstappen unsafely in the pits and the 5second penalty he was given meant that he dropped to 4th, Vettel and Bottas
coming to the flag close enough to take position away.
With his teammate scoring only 15 points, Hamilton increased his lead
to 17, while Pierre Gasly again had the fastest lap (he had done the same in
China), preventing the WDC leader from claiming the extra point.

2019 Canadian Grand Prix
Another visit to Circuit Gilles Villeneuve beckoned and Mercedes were
riding high as they flew across the Atlantic.
On Saturday, Vettel pipped Hamilton for pole by 0.206, while Bottas
could only claim 6th, the other Ferrari, Ricciardo's Renault, and Gasly's Red
Bull between the Finn and his championship rival.
At the start, Vettel kept the lead while chaos happened behind into Turn
1, the Safety Car thankfully not necessary. Hamilton kept the Ferrari in his
sights, setting up a heated battle towards the end of the race, with their
teammates behind them in the same order.
On Lap 48, Vettel missed his braking point into the Turn 8/9 chicane
and went off track, coming back to the tarmac as Hamilton tried to take
advantage. The Mercedes was left with nowhere to go as the wall loomed
on its right side, so Hamilton had to get off the throttle and let Vettel retain
1st place.
The Stewards were not impressed by the move and 5 seconds would be
added to Vettel's finishing time, meaning Hamilton only had to keep the
Ferrari close to win the race, Bono letting him know immediately that he
could call off the attack.

Hamilton did not risk another move and got to the chequered flag right
behind Vettel, winning the race, with Leclerc in 3rd.
The move and the subsequent penalty are still a contentious affair in
Formula 1, on par with Vettel-Webber's clash in the 2010 Turkish Grand
Prix, the Red Bull clash in Baku in 2018, and the Mercedes crash in Spain
2016.
Hamilton, who wisely kept himself out of the controversy regarding
Vettel’s penalty (and the moving of the boards in the winner’s circle), left
for France leading the championship race by 29 points over Bottas.

2019 French Grand Prix
For his fourth straight win and sixth in 8 races, Hamilton dominated the
French Grand Prix. The redesigned Paul Ricard is not the most exciting race
of the year and the 2019 edition would not deviate from the norm.
Hamilton stormed to pole position on Saturday, beating Bottas by
almost 0.3, and at the start both Mercedes got off the line well and held on
to their positions, as Leclerc and Verstappen tangled behind them.
Hamilton was already clear of Bottas as they got to the Mistral for the
first time and as the McLarens tried to get by Verstappen, the Mercedes
were already sprinting away from the pack, holding Leclerc at arm's length
for the first part of the race.
Bottas pitted first again and that allowed Hamilton to retain P1, the
other Mercedes about 10 seconds behind at that point. Leclerc also enjoyed
a comfortable lead over Verstappen, who had a cushion to Vettel, so the top
positions were not in any danger of changing as the race reached the last
laps and even as Leclerc closed down Bottas in the last laps, nothing
changed.
The only blemish, if you can call it that, on the weekend was Hamilton
losing a Grand Chelem in the last lap, as Vettel set the fastest time of the
day as the race ended by just 0.024 over Hamilton’s best tour.
With eight races in the books, Mercedes had won all of them, Hamilton
leading Bottas 187-151 in the WDC and Mercedes holding a whopping
140-point cushion over Ferrari.

2019 British Grand Prix

Next up in Austria, Verstappen set pole, but an awful start saw him drop to
6th before Turn 1. The youngster would make up for it, as he charged
through the field to take a commanding win (with a push on Leclerc at Turn
4 for the lead), leading only 4 laps in the entire race to score Honda's first
win since 2006. Hamilton finished 5th, with Bottas 3rd, so the
championship lead was reduced to 31 points as Silverstone was next.
In front of the home crowd, Hamilton obviously wanted to put on a
good show, but Bottas was 0.006 faster on Saturday and would start in
front.
Off the line, Bottas held Hamilton back and kept the lead as the
Mercedes dropped the field immediately and set off in a thrilling wheel to
wheel battle from which Bottas would emerge victorious.
As usual, Silverstone provided plenty of breathless moments as the cars
battled up and down the field, with Leclerc and Verstappen engaged in a
great tussle that included pitting simultaneously and coming out side by
side. Their confrontation was the highlight of the race (Leclerc came out on
top).
After that Ferrari was gone, Verstappen had Vettel coming out of the pits
right in front of him, and the Red Bull got past at Stowe. Vettel was eager to
snatch that position back, in order to not lose time, but he proved to be a bit
too eager, misjudging his braking point into the chicane and slamming into
the back of Verstappen. Thankfully for the Red Bull driver, he retained his
position and would still finish 5th, but Vettel got a 10-second penalty for the
collision and would not score points.
Bottas, as first Mercedes, pitted on Lap 16, while Hamilton stayed out
for a few more laps. As the Safety Car came out due to Giovinazzi's
stricken Alfa Romeo, Hamilton was in position to pit and come out still
ahead of his teammate, Bottas being overcut with the help of the Safety Car,
handing Hamilton the advantage.
With track position and fresher tyres, Hamilton had an easy time
holding off Bottas for his 6th British Grand Prix win, with the fastest lap
bonus point to boot, the packed crowd loving every minute of it. Hamilton
left Silverstone with a 39-point advantage over Bottas.

2019 Hungarian Grand Prix
Next up, Hockenheim and the 125th Anniversary of Mercedes motorsports
activities proved to be a disastrous weekend, wasting the wonderful special

livery the team ran that weekend. It started off well enough, as Ferrari faced
trouble on Saturday and Hamilton started from pole, but rain made a mess
of things, Hamilton having an uncharacteristic bad wet race (with a crash
and a spin) and finishing 11th, later being promoted into the points due to
both Alfa Romeos (who had finished 7th and 8th) being penalized.
Heading to the Hungaroring, Hamilton's lead was still a comfortable
one, but with Verstappen being the fastest driver on Saturday (his first-ever
pole position) and Hamilton starting 3rd, he needed something special to
get past the Red Bull in the tight Hungarian track.
He got past Bottas on the outside of Turn 3 and went off to chase
Verstappen, but he could not get past the Red Bull and his brakes were
overheating due to the hot air coming out of the car ahead, so Mercedes
gambled and pitted Hamilton a second time for medium tyres.
Verstappen reported to the pits that his tyres were dead and Hamilton
was closing in fast, so all that remained to be seen was if Verstappen would
manage to put up another stellar defensive effort as he did for his first win
in Spain. He did try his best, but there was no stopping Hamilton on fresher
tyres, the Mercedes finally getting past in Turn 1 with 4 laps to go.
Verstappen had nothing to counterattack with, and once the Red Bull
pitted for new tyres (and the bonus point for fastest lap), Hamilton cantered
to the line with a comfortable gap to Verstappen, Vettel far behind in 3rd.
With Bottas finishing 8th, Hamilton went into the summer break with a
62-point lead, having won 8 of the first 12 races, title number 6 looking
increasingly certain.

2019 Russian Grand Prix
The next three races would yield a 2nd in Belgium and a 3rd place (with the
fastest lap) in Italy, both times with Leclerc winning and a 4th at Singapore
(Vettel won), but Bottas also had bad races and as the Russian Grand Prix
came up, Hamilton had increased his lead ever so slightly to 65 points.
During the Belgium Grand Prix, an accident in Formula 2 would claim
the life of Anthoine Hubert and leave Juan Manuel Correa with serious
injuries. The elation for Charles Leclerc over setting his 3rd pole position
would quickly turn to sorrow, as his childhood friend was killed just hours
later. Pierre Gasly, who had just been demoted back to Toro Rosso over the
summer break, and Esteban Ocon were also shaken by the tragedy, as both
had also grown up racing and being friends with Hubert. A pre-race

ceremony on Sunday was a difficult and highly emotional moment for
many, with Hubert's mother and brother joining in a remembrance of the
French driver. Racing had to continue, however, and Leclerc put on a show
to take his first win, dedicating it to his fallen friend.
In Italy, we had the debacle of qualifying at the end of Q3, Leclerc
holding on for pole position. Even as Hamilton pressured the Ferraris as
best he could, both running nose to gearbox for many laps, but Leclerc still
came out on top, to the delight of the tifosi. This was also the race of the
Vettel/Stroll/Gasly incident at Ascari (Gasly being the main victim of the
mess).
Singapore saw Ferrari still with great pace, and Vettel got his first win
of the year (controversy surrounding the win as Leclerc was very
demonstrative in his displeasure at losing the lead in the pits), and
immediately the talk started that Ferrari was back, that their three straight
wins were a prelude to a serious challenge in the last few races of the
season.
That more hopeful than realistic idea would soon be dismissed, even if
Leclerc would notch his 6th pole position in Sochi, Hamilton starting
alongside him. Ferrari again had intra team trouble, as Vettel jumped
Leclerc at the start and remained ahead until his pitstop, Leclerc then
jumping Vettel in the pits, but it would soon be a moot point, as Vettel’s
electronics fizzled out and caused him to retire. A Virtual Safety Car was
triggered, Hamilton pitting while the field was going slower, which helped
both Mercedes jump the now lone Ferrari of Leclerc.
Even after pitting for fresher tyres, there was nothing the Monégasque
could do, Mercedes claiming another 1-2 in the season, with Bottas trailing
Hamilton home by 4 seconds, fastest lap bonus point going to #44.
Although a not very exciting race, as Mercedes clearly had superior
pace and Leclerc never seemed set to challenge them for the lead, it was
still a great result for Hamilton, as he was now less than 10 wins away from
Schumacher's record and held a 73-point lead over Bottas with just 5 races
to go.

2019 Mexican Grand Prix
Mercedes arrived in Mexico having clinched the Constructor's title for the
6th straight year in Suzuka, Bottas winning the race with Hamilton 3rd.
With all other drivers now eliminated from title contention, it was a straight

fight between Hamilton and Bottas and should the Briton outscore Bottas
by 14 points or more in Mexico, he would win his 6th title.
Verstappen set the fastest time on Saturday, but a failure to slow down
sufficiently for Bottas' crashed car saw him drop 3 places and start 4th next
to Hamilton, the Ferraris occupying the front row. With the crash in his 2nd
attempt, Bottas could only muster 6th, already being disadvantaged to his
teammate before the race had even begun.
As the field bunched into Turn 1, Hamilton and Verstappen got into
each other's way and both ended up in the grass and losing places, Hamilton
down to 5th and Verstappen to 8th behind Bottas, who had lost out to
Norris' McLaren.
The young Red Bull driver was soon back to his charging ways, having
an exciting scrap with Bottas, including a bold overtake into the Stadium
hairpin. Sadly, the move was a bit too bold and his right rear tyre made
contact with Bottas' front wing, puncturing the Red Bull's tyre and dropping
Verstappen down to last.
Ahead, the Ferraris were leading, with Albon hot on Vettel's tail.
Hamilton was soon right behind Albon, but had trouble getting by Albon
until the Red Bull pitted. Mercedes was gambling on a very long stint on
hard tyres, daring Ferrari to pass them on track while up and down the field
battles were raging.
As Gasly and Sainz fought each other, the race leader Vettel lost a bit of
time waiting for a chance to get by the backmarkers, which meant Hamilton
got by for the lead, where he would stay until the end, winning the Mexican
Grand Prix but not the title, as Bottas came home third, not quite the point
differential he needed to clinch.
As his engineer Bono had to miss the race with a medical emergency,
Hamilton dedicated the win to his trusted sidekick, who has played a vital
role in Hamilton's dominance.
The title fight would see another round at Austin, but with Hamilton
needing just 4 more points for the title, it was just a matter of time.

2019 Abu Dhabi Grand Prix
Hamilton would not win again until the last race of the season, but his
second place finish at Austin behind his teammate was enough to secure his
6th Formula 1 Drivers' Championship, clearing Fangio and now just one
away from Schumacher's 7.

In Brazil, Hamilton tangled with Albon towards the end and then got out
dragged to the line by Gasly for 2nd place while Verstappen avenged his
lost victory from the year before. Hamilton would get a post-race penalty
for punting Albon out and drop to P7, Sainz getting 3rd place in his stead,
but with the title secured, the champion did not seem especially bothered by
any of it.
For the last race of the season, Hamilton saved something special. He
would completely dominate proceedings, scoring another Grand Chelem,
pulling him within 2 of Jim Clark's record, and closing out the season in
convincing style.
The race was vintage Hamilton, allowing no challenger to bother him
and sprinting away from the rest of the pack. He got off the line well, held
Verstappen back and was not seen again until the flag.
Eleven wins, another double championship, heading off Ferrari early in
the season, and heading to 2020 still being the Goliath of Formula 1.

2020
Team: Mercedes-AMG Petronas F1 Team
Car: W11 EQ Performance
8 wins (so far)
The start of the 2020 season was supposed to happen in March in
Melbourne, but the Australian Grand Prix had to be cancelled after a
positive COVID-19 test in the paddock, throwing the entire season (along
with a multitude of other events around the world) into doubt.
And so, the long wait began. Formula 1 cars would make their voices
heard only in July, echoing around the Austrian mountains in Spielberg for
the Austrian GP.
During the break for the COVID-19 pandemic, a lot changed in Formula
1 and Lewis Hamilton had a lot to do with it. As Formula 1’s only black
driver, and currently its biggest champion, Hamilton has always faced
responses that other drivers have not, be it for the colour of his skin, be it
for his winning ways.
Always a man to speak his mind about subjects that interest him,
Hamilton could not stay silent as the murder of George Floyd and
subsequent unrest happened, as he clearly could no longer stay silent
regarding the injustice, inequality, and racial prejudices that continue to lead
to the death of so many around the world. His messages for people involved
in motorsports triggered a vicious reaction from many quarters, but he did
not back down. As usual, criticism was legion, but Hamilton did manage to
spark a reaction from many areas of motorsports, including many fellow
drivers, especially Romain Grosjean and Sebastian Vettel, and Formula 1
also responded positively.
Formula 1 Managing Director, Motorsport Ross Brawn was adamant in
his support for Hamilton, saying Formula 1 “support him completely”. And
on the issues brought up by Hamilton, Brawn also stated that “[W]e as F1
have recognized for a few years now that we want to strengthen our
diversity programme and both internally as a company and externally, we
started work on this a few years ago.” Brawn then mentioned the need for
grassroots action, which Formula 1 does through its F1 in Schools program,
Brawn adding that the sport has “been involved in F1 in Schools, we have

always supported it, but we became far more involved in the last year or
two, and that has a very strong diversity in terms of the kids who get
involved in it.”
Mercedes Team Principal and CEO Toto Wolff said: “I am happy and
supportive that he has come out vocal, he is one of the ambassadors of this
sport and I think it’s good”, adding “[A]ll of us have the power to make a
change and sometimes it needs events, like the ones that happened a few
days in the US, to trigger a massive wave of support for any minority. I
think it is good that Lewis as a sports superstar is the one up front with it in
a sport which is very much dominated by white males” and that finally
explaining that Mercedes “encourage[s] diversity, we choose our people on
only performance, and don’t look at any culture, religion or skin colour. All
of us can make a difference. Every single one of us should be part of the
movement to stop these kinds of things happening.”
After receiving great support from his peers and others inside the
industry (Formula 1 would implement its #WeRaceAsOne campaign before
the season got under way), Hamilton would receive another powerful show
of support from his team, which would arrive in Austria with their cars
painted black, the Silver Arrows now sporting a menacing all-black look as
they again take to the track to fight for continue their supremacy.
As the season got underway in Austria, the weekend did not end as
Hamilton would have liked. Try as he might, there was nothing in his
arsenal that could take victory away from his teammate.
Adding insult to injury, he would get a 5-second penalty for tangling
with Red Bull's Alexander Albon and finish the race in fourth place. After
three straight years of heartbreak in Austria, it looked as if the streak would
still endure, but thankfully another opportunity was coming the following
week.

2020 Styrian Grand Prix
The following week, however, the F1 circus was still at the Red Bull Ring,
the first time a track would host two races in the same season.
This second weekend in Austria proved much kinder to Hamilton. He
had his share of troubles during the Free Practice sessions, but when it
counted, he was untouchable, scoring yet another pole (this time with more
than 1 second to second place) and controlling the race from start to finish,
scoring his 85th victory.

He was briefly challenged by Verstappen during the early stages, but
once he got the hurry up from Bono on Lap 20, the race was over. Lewis
went on to take victory completely untroubled by the other cars (save for
two small mistakes in braking, his race was very tranquil), avenging his
lacklustre Austrian GP with a commanding victory in the Styrian GP. Not
even once his teammate dispatched of the pesky Red Bull of Verstappen
and had a clear path to Hamilton's gearbox was the victory in doubt. Lewis
would reign supreme in the Austrian mountains yet again.
Another reminder that Hamilton will have bad weekends from time to
time, but you cannot count on him being down for long.

2020 Hungarian Grand Prix
As 2020 continued, a Mercedes 1-2 felt inevitable in Hungary as the
weekend developed. Apart from a blip in Free Practice 2, a session with
severely disrupted running, when neither Mercedes topped the timing
sheets, the Black Arrows were in a class of their own; Lewis Hamilton and
Valtteri Bottas seemingly racing in a different class than the rest of the field.
Mother Nature did her part on Sunday, greeting the drivers with
uncertain weather conditions and a slippery track, but nothing could stop
Mercedes #44, not even #77.
Now leading the championship, Hamilton also tied with Michael
Schumacher for winning the same Grand Prix eight times (Schumacher
having done so at the French GP), while being five wins short of the overall
win record held by the heptachampion. It is worth pointing out that both
drivers have also won the same Grand Prix seven times (Canadian and San
Marino for Schumacher, Canadian for Hamilton), and six times as well
(Schumacher doing it in 4 different GPs, Hamilton in 3), sharing that mark
with little known names such as Alain Prost (Brazilian and French GPs) and
Ayrton Senna (Monaco GP). If anyone had any doubts before, it does seem
as if this Hamilton chap is pretty handy behind the wheel.
Once the lights went out, Hamilton scampered away and seemingly
without breaking a sweat had a more than comfortable 3-second lead to
Lance Stroll in P2 at the end of Lap 1. If anyone still harboured illusions
that Mercedes could be contained, those evaporated after just one lap
around the track.
Apart from a late pitstop in Lap 67 for soft tyres (enough for a race lap
record 1:16.627, over a second faster than the next fastest driver),

Hamilton’s race was as straight-forward as a mixed conditions win in a tight
and twisty track can be, in yet another reminder of the seeming inevitability
of the Mercedes/Hamilton combo this season.

2020 British Grand Prix
Mercedes in 2020 is as sure a bet as putting money on the Sun raising in the
East tomorrow and the British GP would prove no different. Hamilton got
pole position (with Bottas flanking him) and, from there, sped away from
his teammate and the rest of the field. Nothing seemed capable of
interrupting the 2020 season script, as Mercedes left the field in their dust
and cruised to another easy 1-2.
And that script would hold for the first 50 laps of the British GP.
Hamilton and Bottas were running 1-2, with a healthy lead to Verstappen
behind, with the rest of the field far away from the Red Bull.
The early Safety Car after Daniil Kvyat's tyre failure sent him into the
barriers at high speed had all teams trying to go to the end with their tyres,
but Silverstone's weather and punishing corners made sure that was not
going to be easy. And ultimately not possible for a few drivers.
Bottas' front left tyre let go, the Finn dropping down the order as he
limped to the pits (he would ultimately finish in P11, dealing a likely fatal
blow to his already slim championship hopes). Continuing his dominance of
the 2020 season, Hamilton won while around him the track was descending
into chaos.
As soon as Bottas' tyres gave up, Verstappen, running in third before,
now promoted to second, was brought in by Red Bull for a precautionary
pit stop, the team clearly considering a secure second place a better bet than
risking it all for the win (post-race inspection would show that the tyres
were likely to not survive to the end).
It appeared that Hamilton would glide to the win when in the last lap his
front left tyre decided it was not interested in seeing the chequered flag.
Limping around Silverstone hallowed corners one last time, Hamilton
desperately willed his car to not fall apart as, behind him, Verstappen was
urged by Red to give it all he had to reach Hamilton before the finish line.
Even with new tyres and his immense talent, Verstappen was unable to
reach the #44 Mercedes, as Hamilton was too far ahead. The damaged
Black Arrow crossed the line on three wheels, giving Hamilton another

British GP win, the car repaying his gentle handling throughout the race
with just enough to secure the top step of the podium.
What do you say when a driver can win even if he only has three tyres?
If there was any doubt about Lewis Hamilton's brilliance (and imperious
2020 form), this race was as good an example as any other.

2020 Spanish Grand Prix
It was not reasonable to expect anything but another Mercedes dominant
weekend as the F1 circus headed to Spain, Formula 1 returning to
Barcelona after what felt like years since pre-season (and pre-pandemic)
testing.
As much as the world looked quite different from those sunny winter
days, one thing is still the same: Mercedes, no matter what colour they race
under, is an unstoppable force.
Valtteri Bottas was overtaken by Max Verstappen into Turn 1, but
Hamilton had no such problems, again comfortably settling at the front of
the pack and getting ready for another race to the flag. In the early stages,
Verstappen hung on to Hamilton’s gearbox, but once Hamilton was given
the hurry up by the team, the Mercedes was gone.
Red Bull told Verstappen to push, but in one of the best analysis
Mercedes' pace, the young ace knew there was no point in even trying, as it
would risk his 2nd place for a highly unlikely win. And that is the genius of
the machine built by Mercedes. Even an ultra-competitive rival can tell
when there is no point in challenging the Leviathan.
Verstappen, ironically, served as rear gunner to Hamilton against his
teammate, and the race result was never in doubt, with the three frontrunners lapping the entire field, Stroll coming home P4 already a lap down.
As an illustration, Hamilton's fastest lap in the race (almost 2 seconds
slower than Bottas' on brand-new tyres) was almost 2 seconds faster than
Verstappen (the only non-Mercedes car he did not lap). It is truly
astounding how Mercedes managedto build a car, in a time of strict rules
regarding development, that is so far ahead of everyone else, there was a
real danger of Mercedes winning 100% of the races until the 70th
Anniversary GP's weather (and Verstappen masterful handling of the RB16)
broke their streak.

2020 Belgium Grand Prix
Formula 1's yearly visit to the Ardennes served as yet another reminder that
the W11 with Hamilton at the wheel is as unbeatable as any other dominant
car in history. Mercedes' own W196, Jim Clark and Colin Chapman's
Lotuses, Senna-Prost McLarens, the FW14B, among others, would be hardpressed to claim a bigger dominance over their competitors than what
Mercedes has achieved in 2020.
As the cars travelled around the glorious Spa-Francorchamps straights
and corners, no one looked remotely close to being able to challenge
Mercedes. Verstappen, yet again, did his best and came close to matching
Bottas, but Hamilton's qualifying time (which smashed the lap record) was
untouchable, and that would continue during the race.
Leading away from pole, Hamilton was never challenged, touring
around Spa in the mighty Black Arrow as the field behind squabbled and
crashed and fought. But at the head of the pack, only Daniel Ricciardo's
fastest lap in the last lap prevented Hamilton from scoring his 7th Grand
Chelem (which would put him just one away from the record set more than
50 years ago by Jim Clark).

2020 Tuscan Grand Prix
Hamilton looked set for a win at Italy, but a rare mistake by the Mercedes
team saw him given a 10-second stop and go penalty for entering pitlane
while it was closed, allowing AlphaTauri's Pierre Gasly to score his first
win (and the team's second).
After Monza, Formula 1 travelled to Mugello for the first time, and
what a party it would be.
Ferrari's 1000th race in Formula 1 would not be a happy occasion to the
Scuderia (2020 holding very few highs for the team), but Hamilton would
leave Italy only 1 win away from matching Michael Schumacher's record,
winning a truly bizarre race in the Tuscan hills.
Hamilton set pole but had a bad start and lost the lead to Bottas. He
would also lose 2nd place to Verstappen, but the Red Bull's PU let its driver
down, and Hamilton came out of the first few corners behind his teammate
only, while behind the Mercedes pair, chaos erupted.
As the pack squeezed by the first turns and Verstappen fell down the
order, Räikkönen, Italian GP winner Gasly, and Verstappen violated the

basic laws of physics and Gasly and Verstappen were both out at the start,
bringing the Safety Car out.
After 7 laps behind Bernd Mayländer, the track was clear and it was
time to go racing again, with Bottas controlling the pace. And already
action-packed race was about to turn it to 11.
Bottas chose to resume racing right at the start line to reduce the
slipstream help to Hamilton down the straight and protect his lead. Before
the leaders could get going, however, some back of the pack drivers were
already hard on the throttle and with the closing speeds of a Formula 1 car,
that made another crash unavoidable.
As Nicolas Latifi closed fast on Magnussen (still waiting for the race to
restart) and swerved, Giovinazzi, following Latifi closely, had nowhere to
go and clipped the left side of the Haas. Latifi, Giovinazzi, and Sainz (who
was behind Latifi) were all caught in a massive pile-up, with Giovinazzi
briefly on his side and airborne. All three cars, along with Magnussen’s
Haas, were wrecked on the pit straight with debris everywhere, and the
Safety Car was immediately out again, with the red flag shown soon
thereafter, as the clean-up would not be possible with cars going around the
track. Thankfully, all drivers walked away unscathed, the halo again
proving its worth.
No racing laps had been completed and the field was down to 13 cars
already.
Even with smoking brakes at the line, Hamilton restarted better than
Bottas and swooped around the outside to take the lead, which he would not
relinquish again.
Lance Stroll's high-speed crash after tyre failure brought another red
flag stoppage, but Hamilton had no problem keeping Bottas behind at the
second restart, as the other Mercedes got off the line poorly and lost second
place to Ricciardo's Renault. The way was now clear for Hamilton's 90th
win and 222nd points finish (a new record).

2020 Eifel Grand Prix
When you win so many races, there are bound to be a few that are, shall we
say, less impressive. Sometimes you are gifted a win due to other cars
breaking down. Sometimes Fortune simply smiles at you and everything
goes right.

One could be excused for thinking that the Eifel GP victory was one of
these for Lewis Hamilton. It was anything but.
After not racing at the Nürburgring since 2013, Formula 1 returned with
a race later in the year than ever. Temperatures were expected to be frigid,
throwing a lot of team data into the rubbish bin.
Then Friday happened. The low-hanging clouds meant that the medical
helicopters could not take off and with the nearest usable hospital 45
minutes away, Race Director Michael Masi had no choice but to abandon
what would have been two very wet Free Practice sessions. A complicated
weekend had just got a lot harder.
On Saturday, teams had 1 hour of FP3 to set their cars for qualifying and
race. The teams with the best personnel were obviously in a better position
to play their cards right and, when it comes to professionals doing their jobs
to the best of their abilities, it is hard to find a team that embodies that
better than Mercedes. The hybrid era juggernaut has rolled over all
opposition since 2014 and on this day, they would do it again.
It would not be a straightforward affair, as the team saw Valtteri Bottas
face a rare Mercedes PU failure and fail to finish, leaving Hamilton to
contend with a surprisingly competitive Verstappen.
When it was all said and done, however, Lewis Hamilton walked away
from the Nürburgring sharing the record for most wins with Michael
Schumacher, both sitting on 91 wins for their careers. With Bottas now 69
points behind Hamilton in the WDC, the 7th title seems inevitable, meaning
Hamilton could finish 2020 tied in titles and holding the win record alone,
both remarkably impressive feats.
The race was vintage Hamilton, other than the fact that Bottas pipped
him for pole position and Verstappen looked incredibly competitive on
Saturday. Starting P2 meant an even dirtier starting spot for Hamilton, but
that seemed to not matter much. He got away well and briefly took the lead,
pushing Bottas out at Turn 1.
The Finn, however, kept his foot on the gas and challenged his
teammate into Turn 2, the #77 Mercedes holding the inside line for the
second corner and ultimately coming out in front, both cars respecting each
other throughout the battle and ensuring no damage was done to either
machine.
After that initial salvo, the race became a war of attrition. Bottas and
Hamilton traded fast laps, the gap remaining ever under 2 seconds, with
neither driver appearing to have a definite edge. Riding onboard with
Hamilton for the weekend, I was impressed by how hard he pushed on

Sunday. He used 100% of the track on every lap while chasing Bottas,
pushing his teammate as hard as he could (and also mindful that the Red
Bull of Verstappen was lurking within striking distance of him). His radio
messages were curt, with his breath seemingly laboured, and even when
Bono informed him that he had a track limit warning, he did not talk much,
acknowledging it and focusing on driving.
Bono kept trying to help him extract more from the car, and eventually
Hamilton did start to close the gap, increasing the pressure on Bottas. As
the #44 Mercedes started getting bigger in his rear mirrors and closer to
DRS range, Bottas committed an error on Lap 13, locking up his front
brakes going into Turn 1, allowing Hamilton to swoop past to take the lead.
The Finn immediately pitted for fresh medium rubber and started pushing
hard to try undercutting Hamilton, who was yet to stop, but that plan would
ultimately fail.
A Virtual Safety Car on Lap 16 for a stricken Williams saw both
Hamilton and Verstappen pit, erasing whatever advantage Bottas had gained
after his stop. In a few laps, it would all be academic, as the #77 Mercedes
lost power and went back to the pit to retire.
With his teammate out of the picture, the track was now Hamilton’s.
Although Verstappen had gained on him during the VSC pitstop due to
Hamilton being held in place during his pitstop, the gap now down to just
over two seconds, Hamilton had no trouble building a solid lead back up.
With the tyres an unknown due to lack of running, the only possible risk
was a sudden tyre issue, but the leader told Bono that he was fine with his
tyres and the understeer was not hindering him. The lap times surely
reflected that, as Hamilton upped the pace for 10 laps and left Verstappen
with nothing with which to respond.
The tyre situation was resolved when the Safety Car was deployed on
Lap 45 due to a recovery vehicle on track. Both Hamilton and Verstappen
pitted for new softs, neutralizing any potential tyre intrigue and, as the
Safety Car pulled back to the pits four laps later, Hamilton aced the restart,
leaving Verstappen out of range for a possible Turn 1 lunge and, crucially,
already out of DRS range.
In the last 8 laps, Hamilton would set the fastest lap (and a new track
record) four times, while Verstappen did it once, but with the Red Bull
doing it on the very last lap, the extra championship point went
Verstappen’s way, but in no moment was the race victory in question.
Hamilton now held a commanding 69-point lead over his nearest
championship rival, all but guaranteeing he will take his 7th world

championship before the year is out.
More importantly, by getting to the chequered flag first, Hamilton
matched Michael Schumacher’s 91 wins. He was not vocal about it on his
cooldown lap, thanking his team and wishing the Mercedes’ personnel
currently afflicted with COVID-19 well, but it must have been a special
moment, reaching a milestone that seemed unattainable just a few years
before.
Michael's son Mick presented Hamilton one of his father's helmets to
commemorate this important milestone and all that was now remained was
to find out when and where 92 would come.

2020 Portuguese Grand Prix
The wait would be short-lived. With Formula 1 visiting Portimão for the
first time in history, Hamilton had the chance to match Alain Prost’s feat in
1987 and become the winningest driver in Formula 1 at the Portuguese
Grand Prix.
Going to a challenging new track, which would require quickly
understanding the subtle nuances of it, plus dealing with slippery new
asphalt, as Portimão had recently been resurfaced and not used much since,
experience and talent would be important, plus a team that did its best work
under pressure. Hamilton and Mercedes were a good bet to be able to
triumph over the difficulties and that is exactly what they did.
His teammate not only bested him in all practice sessions, but he also
had the best three sectors during qualifying, but Hamilton still came out on
top, with a magical lap as time expired in Q3, his 97th career pole position.
As the cars started the formation lap, drops of rain were falling on the
track and plenty of drivers were worried about an already slippery track
getting even trickier, the memories of the Hockenheim drag strip problems
immediately coming to mind.
The drivers all struggled during practice to get their tyres in the optimal
working range and at the start of the race this would prove crucial,
especially as the Mercedes pair was starting on the medium compound,
while others around them had soft tyres on.
As the red lights went out, Hamilton got away clean, holding the lead
while Bottas was swamped from behind, losing a position to Verstappen.
Turn 1 was a hairy proposition with multiple cars out of bounds, but

Verstappen went wide in Turn 2 and Bottas barged in to retake second
place, pushing the Red Bull out and setting off to chase Hamilton.
Verstappen's problems were not over yet, as Sergio Perez closed in to
challenge him for third place and, as he had to lift off the throttle coming
back to the race track, they went around the next turn side by side. The Red
Bull's front right tyre collected the Racing Point's rear left, spinning Perez
into last place and allowing the chasing McLaren of Carlos Sainz to jump
Verstappen, the McLaren’s soft tyres clearly working nicely at that stage.
And the changes were not over yet. Räikkönen jumped from 16th on the
grid to 7th at the conclusion of the first lap, reaching 6th before dropping
down as the faster cars got their tyres to temperature (he would finish P11,
and out of the points) as the running order was completely scrambled as
drivers struggled to control their cars.
Hamilton was then easily passed by Bottas, the #44 Mercedes finding
no grip accelerating out of corners on cold medium tyres. Sainz also got
around Hamilton with ease and he was not yet done. As Bottas also had
trouble sending power to his rear wheels, Sainz breezed by the Mercedes to
take the lead, which he would hold for 4 laps (he would eventually finish an
excellent 6th, behind another surprisingly competitive performance by
Ferrari's Leclerc and the AlphaTauri of Gasly).
Bottas got by Sainz into Turn 1, followed by Hamilton on the following
lap and the Mercedes battle was fully on. It took more than 10 laps, but
eventually Hamilton was within DRS range and, down the main straight on
Lap 20, got ahead of his teammate for the lead.
As their tyres started to degrade, and Mercedes appeared to want to stop
only once, both drivers nursed their rubber as best they could, and Hamilton
was having a better go of it, opening a three second gap to Bottas, as drivers
started reporting rain. As the teams pondered what to do, Hamilton still had
enough tyre performance to increase his advantage to Bottas, who appeared
to have nothing to counter the leader with.
Bottas started to struggle heavily with his tyres and also with an
overheating car, while Hamilton ahead had no such issues, his tyres and car
both working perfectly and allowing him to hold a comfortable margin as
the pitstop window was approaching. After 40 laps, and with Verstappen in
3rd place far behind, Mercedes finally brought Hamilton in to change his
tyres, Bottas coming in one lap later, which allowed Hamilton to retake the
lead. As Bottas was still not able to close down his teammate, the win never
truly looked in doubt.

There was a threat of rain, but that was quickly dispelled by Bono to
Hamilton, who was unthreatened but not untroubled. On Lap 59, he started
having trouble holding the throttle all the way down due to cramping on his
right leg. He would still manage two fastest laps before the end, and even
with that handicap, ultimately nothing could take away his record setting
win (with the fastest lap, for good measure). He would cross the line more
than 25 seconds ahead of his teammate, the year's biggest margin of victory.
As so it was that, for the 92nd time in his career, Hamilton took the
chequered flag before any other driver. With a 77-point lead and only 5
races to go, it is almost guaranteed that Hamilton will match Schumacher's
7 titles as well.
But the championship can wait a little longer, because after almost 7,000
days in the hands of Michael Schumacher, the all-time Formula 1 win
record had changed hands. Schumacher's 91 has been relegated to second
best, as Lewis Hamilton now sits alone at the summit.

Conclusion
Is Lewis Hamilton the greatest driver in Formula 1 history? I believe that
question is unanswerable, and we should only compare drivers to others in
their generation.
It is impossible to compare Fangio’s learning curve on the road to
Formula 1, racing in long-distance races with zero safety, having to
improvise on the spot to keep his car running and guessing which way he
was supposed to go, to the current drivers’ road with coaches, data analysis,
advanced performance techniques, etc. Jim Clark figuring out that he was a
good driver by getting in a friend’s car and going faster than anyone else
cannot compete with Max Verstappen growing up being groomed to be the
driver he is today.
But compared to the drivers he raced against, there is no question Lewis
Hamilton is the greatest among them. Not just for his results, which are
mind-boggling, but because of how he achieved them.
Even when fighting with inferior cars, it never felt wise to bet against
Hamilton somehow performing a miracle to score the result he needed, as I
sadly know too well, as the shell shock of Brazil 2008 took a long time to
subside. But for all the “#blessed” jokes that we crack with our fellow F1
fans, there is no denying that such persistent “luck” is a skill, an ability to
always be in the right place, in the right time, to capitalize when others
falter, to snatch victory when defeat seems imminent.
We, the Formula 1 fans who have had the pleasure of witnessing his
career, are the ones that are blessed because transcendental sports figures
are meant to be appreciated when they are still at the top of the game, as
they can be taken away in a flash, especially when their job is to go as fast
as they possibly can, performing feats that should not be possible.
We effectively lost Michael Schumacher, robbed of his presence as
Hamilton mounted an assault on his records.
Jim Clark was taken way too early and very few film records of him on
track survive, as his time came before Formula 1 had global coverage for its
races.
Senna, who I wish we could have as a modern-day Sir Stirling Moss,
regaling the new generation with tales of the wild times of his career well
into his old age, left behind many hours of film, but he was also taken too

soon, the wisdom and experience which could have been useful for Formula
1 forever lost.
During many of the dominant periods the sport has had, many people
failed to appreciate the history being made before their eyes, focusing
instead on the negatives, on the lack of variety in the end result, and other
assorted nonsense.
But the truth is that Formula 1 has always had domination. Fangio ruled
the 50s, Clark was the transcendental figure of the 60s, and many others
until we get to Vettel and Hamilton dominating the 2010s. If you look
closely, however, Formula 1 has also had intense battles throughout the
more than one thousand races it has seen so far. If you pay enough
attention, you will see that no matter if the battle is for 1st or 20th place,
you can see superb drivers giving everything they have to come out ahead
of their rivals.
And no one has succeeded more in that struggle than Lewis Hamilton,
who now stands alone at the top, 92 wins to his name, having accomplished
what no other driver in history could.
The question now is how far he will push his numbers, which are
already ludicrous. If someone had told young me that a driver would not
only beat Sir Jackie Stewart's 27 wins, but win more than 100 Formula 1
races, I would have laughed until my belly ached.
But if there is one constant in Hamilton's career, is that he seems to
make the impossible not only possible, but inevitable.
May he enjoy his reign, as the next generation now has his impossible
record as their target. I cannot wait to be wrong again!
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